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CHAPTER 2
Introduction
2.1. Medical imaging and image processing
Medical imaging has become increasingly important in bio-medical research and clinical
practice, and it is the driving force in the development of modern volumetric imaging techniques
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. In medical clinical research and practice, imaging has become an essential
part to diagnose and to study anatomy and function of the human body. MRI [7], X-Ray
and ultra-sound are imaging techniques that noninvasively can reveal tumors and fractures
with a minimal hazard to the living tissue. The data produced by the imaging techniques are
challenging to quantify both due to the complexity (3D, multichannel, multimodal) but also due
to the vast amount to be processed. Human resources are limited and are also impeded with
inter-observer variability. Computers can perform image analysis tasks on a large amount of
images with a higher degree of objectivity than humans. Especially segmentation, registration
and temporal analysis are image processing tasks suitable for computer algorithms. On the single
cell level, biologists generate 3D image stacks by fluorescence microscopy to better understand
the dynamics of living cells. Fluorescence microscopy enables the simultaneous recording of
different cellular structures down to the nanometer scale, and thus provides knowledge about
the dynamic interactions in terms of cell division, cell motility and cell-to-cell communication.
2.2. Fluorochromes and fluorescence microscopy
This work is entirely dealing with images from fluorescence microscopy, and a short intro-
duction to fluorochromes and image acquisition is therefore given in this section.
Fluorescence microscopy is based upon fluorescent reagents, fluorochromes, which upon exi-
tation by specific wavelengths emit light [8, 9]. The fluorochromes are used to selectively label
molecules like proteins, lipids, nucleic acids, ions and also cell populations and subcellular or-
ganelles. Normally, two types of fluorescent labeling are used in fluorescent microscopy. First,
the fluorescent dyes are popular due to their relatively straightforward process of use, which
involves immersing the sample in the dye or adding the dye to the specimen before imaging.
Second, the fluorescent proteins represent another type of labeling. The discovery of the green
fluorescent protein (GFP) enables fusing of the GFP to a wide range of protein targets by
cloning techniques. Thus, it became possible to study protein dynamics and function in living
cells and localize previously uncharacterized proteins. Combined with modern light sensitive
microscopy techniques, cells that express gene products tagged with GFP can be imaged over
several hours to provide information on protein distribution and cell function. Several other flu-
orescent proteins and mutants have been discovered, ranging over the whole imaging spectrum,
and fluorescent proteins can also be used in vivo to create fluorescently labeled organisms.
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Figure 2.1: 4D image acquisition. 2D focal planes are recorded and assembled into 3D image
stacks taken over time, thus becoming an image sequence of 3D image stacks. Such 4D (3D +
time) images represent huge amount of data.
In wide field microscopy, the whole sample is exposed to excitatory light of narrowed wave-
length characteristics, and the focal planes are obtained by changing the focus. When fluorescent
specimens are imaged using such a microscope, fluorescent light emitted above and below the
focal plane interferes with the features in focus. Especially in 3D image analysis, requiring high
accuracy, this kind of convolution problem can be destructive (see Fig. 3.7(a)) by inducing
falsely detected signals that are only partially removed by deconvolution algorithms.
Point-scanning confocal microscopy reduces the convolution problem by using a point illu-
mination in optical sections instead of exposing the whole sample to the excitation light. A
laser beam is consecutively directed towards well-defined regions in 2D and the emitted light is
passed through a physical pinhole, which also eliminates out-of-focus signals. In spinning-disc
confocal microscopy, a single laser source is split into numerous light rays which illuminate the
sample simultaneously. The emitted light is passed through an array of pinholes, which only
allows light perpendicular to the disc to penetrate, thus eliminating out-of-focus signals. For
all methods, photon sensitive sensors convert photons into electrical current as a result of the
photo-electric effect. The current is enhanced in the electron multiplier, and the induced cur-
rent is proportional to the light emitted from the specimen. The signal from the light emitting
specimen has normally a signal to noise ratio of around 10 to 20. This can be enhanced by
increasing the incident light flux intensity, but it would on the other hand lead to a higher rate
of photodestruction of the fluorescent dye and also cause oxidation destructive reactions. Two-
photon microscopy leads to smaller rates of photodestruction than other types of microscopy
since the light excitation only occurs in the focal point where the two rays of photons meet.
The use of multiple dyes with dissimilar excitation wavelengths enables distinct recordings of
the same specimen and thus simultaneously one can study different structures in the same cell.
Combinations of multichannel, 3D and temporal recordings represent a very flexible system
with huge possibilities for imaging of living cells. As a consequence of this there has been a
tremendous increase of data, see Fig. 2.1. Thus, the use of automated image processing for
analysis is extremely useful since human resources are limited.
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2.3. Fundamental steps in digital image processing
Modern, high-speed imaging facilities produce huge amount of data. Image compression is
therefore used to reduce the quantity of data and at the same time preserve crucial information.
Image compression aims at removing information which is repetitive or irrelevant, and it should
not significantly reduce the quality of the images [1]. Image restoration is required to improve
the quality of the given image and thus restore the ”true” image as it would have appeared
free from noise and artifacts. Most real imaging applications produce images with a certain
amount of noise and artifacts. In fluorescence imaging, the artifacts may occur from endocytosed
dyes or inhomogeneous staining, the latter is responsible for large intensity variations between
the structures that are studied. Noise removal is an example of image restoration, as well as
inpainting which is the task of filling in missing parts of an image. Depending on the scientific
task, the aim is not restoration of the ”true” image, but rather image enhancement to obtain
an image with specific qualities enabling a quantification of structures of interest. For these
applications the human perception is frequently used as a gold standard since the needs are
driven by human perception of quality. Edge enhancing- and ridge enhancement filters belong
to this group, significantly enhancing edges or ridges compared to other structures.
Image restoration and enhancement techniques belong to low-level image processing [4].
These methods are crucial to obtain suitable images as input for high-level tasks like segmen-
tation, classification and tracking, often combined in real applications to create algorithms for
artificial intelligence and computer vision. High-level processing tries to mimic the excellent
human ability for shape detection and recognition, and simultaneously takes advantage of the
computers ability to process huge amount of data in an objective way. In particular, the advan-
tage of the computer compared to human perception becomes clear in the analysis of large 3D
data sets. On the other hand, the most challenging task for computerized image analysis is to
combine local and global image information, simultaneously including apriori information about
the system. The computer starts with an array of numbers, and lacks the vast source of experi-
ence that humans have. Especially in complex 2D recognition and tracking tasks the advantage
of humans becomes clear. Segmentation is the task of extracting regions or objects with common
features. It is strictly user-defined, since the desired output depends on the demands of the user.
As an example, consider the image in Fig 2.2(a). Detection of the face (b) of the woman clearly
returns another result than detection of the eyes (c). Segmentation is one of the most challenging
image analysis steps due to the ill-posedness, the large variability of images and the different
level of detail of the segmentation. Therefore, segmentation algorithms are often designed par-
ticularly to a special case or type of image, and the given segmentation protocol can be applied
to such set of images if they share important common features like shape, intensity, viewangle,
color-space, gradient and others. Segmentation can be done manually by humans, semiautomat-
ically by combining the human perception and the computers computational power, or it can
be performed fully automatically by computers. Commonly used segmentation algorithms are
statistical methods, thresholding, active contours, region growing and watershed segmentation.
A segmentation is often followed by a classification step. The segmentation divides the
image into disconnected regions, and the classification is required to assign the segmented regions
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Figure 2.2: Depending on the demands, a segmentation of the Lena picture (a) could be the
extraction of any desired part, for instance the face (b) or the eyes (c).
into their respective classes. The classification normally relies on features extracted from the
segmentation step to label every segmented object based on its descriptors. In most cases the
classification requires a priori knowledge. The knowledge base can be a set of thresholds which
must be fulfilled for a given set of properties. Classification trees or neural networks represent
more advanced knowledge bases, which are produced from a ground truth.
The output from segmentation and classification can be utilized for tracking, a process for
identifying objects and following them in a sequence of images. Blind tracking with no directed
movement of the objects is obviously more challenging than tracking of directed movements
where the smoothness of the trajectory can be used as additional information. Also, tracking of
deformable objects represents a more challenging task than tracking of rigid objects. Tracking
is for instance used to follow the motion of clouds in meteorology, motion analysis for vehicles,
in astronomy and for military applications and in biology for tracking of vesicles [4, 10] and
drug delivery [11].
Tracing is a method which is associated to tracking. The tracing attempts to follow and
trace thin and elongated structures. Road detection in satellite images is an example, as well
as tracing of neurite extensions of neurons [12, 13]. Tracing represents a challenging task
if there are large intensity variations along the structure of interest, as well as crossing and
discontinuous segments. These challenges becomes clear in Fig 2.3 (left) and especially the
magnified selection A (right) which contains discontinuous segments, as well as crossing-overs,
bifurcation and merged neurite segments.
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Figure 2.3: A neuron and its neurites. Tracing of neurites is a complex task due to discontinuous
segments, cross-overs, bifurcation and merging of neurite segments.

CHAPTER 3
Methodological projects
The primary focus in this work has been to accomplish whole cell segmentation of surface-
stained living cells in 3D, detection of organelle transfer betwen cells as well as detection of tun-
neling nanotubes (TNTs) connecting cells. Therefore, the image preparation has been directed
at creating high-quality images enabling these tasks. In this chapter, a protocol is described for
sample preparation, image acquisition, image reconstruction and enhancement, cell and TNT
detection and segmentation evaluation.
3.1. Preparation and acquisition of images
3.1.1. Sample preparation. Two cell types were used in the experiments for the projects
in Papers I-VIII, the spherical PC12 cells (rat pheochromocytoma cells, clone 251, Heumann
et al. [14]) and the more flat NRK cells (normal rat kidney cells, Mrs. M. Freshney, Glasgow,
UK). Three types of surface staining were applied to obtain images showing a strong and pro-
nounced plasma membrane, suitable for whole cell segmentation (Chapter 3.2.4). Wheat germ
agglutinin (WGA) conjugated to Alexa Fluor R© was most frequently used in our experiments
(Papers I-V and VII) due to the simple application and the strong labeling of the plasma mem-
brane which is obtained, see Fig. 3.2(a). WGA-Alexa Fluor R© is a dye, which is added to the
LabTekTMchambers (Nalge Nunc Int.,Wiesbaden, Germany) used for culturing of cells. The dye
is a lectin that binds to a distinct sugar moiety of plasma membrane proteins. Due to constitu-
tive internalization of small areas of the plasma membrane, a process termed endocytosis, the
dye is quickly internalized in living cells. The process of endocytosis creates increasing signals
from inside the cell, promoting the complexity of cell segmentation. To keep the endocytosed
material at a minimum, it is therefore important that imaging occurs within the first 45 minutes
after adding WGA-Alexa Fluor R©. The effect of endocytosed dye is shown in Fig. 3.1, where a
PC12 cell was imaged shortly after administration of WGA-Alexa Fluor R© (a) and 3 hours later
(b).
The second membrane marker which was used (Paper IV) is the PHD-YFP fusion protein
which is a F-actin binding protein enriched at actin assembly sites, both on the plasma membrane
and on endosomal vesicles. NRK cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal calf
serum. To obtain a strong plasma membrane labeling of NRK cells, they were transfected with
the PHD-YFP cDNA construct as described in [15]. Transfection of NRK cells was accomplished
by electroporation as described in [16]. An example of the obtained images is shown in Fig.
3.2(b), where the plasma membrane labeling is clearly visible.
In the experiments estimating phagocytosis in the presence of cytochalasine B in Paper IV,
Bromphenol Blue was used to quench undesired signals from outside the cells (Chapter 4.1). The
Bromphenol Blue excitation channel itself was also suitable for segmentation due to the strong
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(a) A PC12 cell shortly af-
ter administration of
WGA.
(b) The cell in (a) 3 hours
later.
Figure 3.1: Endocytosis of WGA-Alexa Fluor R©. The cell in (a) shows a pronounced plasma
membrane staining. After 3 hours the same cell (b) displays strong signals from inside the cell
due to endocytosed dye. The images are single focal planes from a 3D image stack recorded by
spinning-disc confocal microscopy.
(a) PC12 cells stained with
WGA-Alexa Fluor R©.
(b) NRK cells trans-
fected with PHD-
YFP cDNA.
(c) PC12 cells stained with
Bromphenol Blue and DiI.
Figure 3.2: Different methods for plasma membrane labeling.
signal from the plasma membrane facing into the medium as well as facing towards adjacent
cells, see Fig. 3.2(c).
To obtain the 3D arrangement of cells resembling tissue (Chapter 3.5 and Paper IV), PC12
cells were embedded in agarose. Briefly, low melt agarose (Carl Roth GmbH) was prepared in a
2% (w/v) solution in DMEM 10% FCS and melted at 70◦ C. The solution was allowed to cool
down to 45◦ C for 15 min. Pellets of approximately 4 ·10+7 PC12 cells were loosesly resuspended
in 500µl of growth medium supplemented with WGA-Alexa Fluor R© and mixed with 500µl of
agarose stack solution, resulting in a 1% agarose end concentration. The latter mixture was
plated in LabTekTMchambers and allowed to cool at 4◦C for 5 min. 3D imaging was performed
immediately afterwards.
The NRK cells in Paper VI were stained with CellTrackerTMGreen CMFDA (10µM ) or
Vybrant R© DiD (2 − 6µM) (Molecular ProbesTM, Invitrogen detection technologies, Carlsbad,
CA, USA), performed as described in [17].
3.1.2. Image acquisition. For the image acquisition three different types of microscopy
were applied, wide-field, point-scanning confocal and spinning-disc confocal. For experiments in
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Figure 3.3: Wide-field Olympus microscope.
Papers I-V, a wide-field Zeiss microscope was used (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH, Jena, Ger-
many), equipped with a 63x Plan Apo /1.40 NA oilimmersion objective (Olympus Optical Co),
a monochromator-based imaging system (T.I.L.L. Photonics GmbH, Martinsried, Germany),
a tripleband filterset DAPI / FITC / TRITC F61-020 (AHF Analysetechnik AG, Tu¨bingen,
Germany) and a piezo z-stepper (Physik Instrumente GmbH & Co., Karlsruhe, Germany).
Point-scanning confocal microscopy was used for experiments in Paper IV, performed with a
Leica TCS SP5 confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems, Mannheim, Germany). Spinning-disc
confocal microscopy was applied in Paper IV, specifically a PerkinElmer spinning-disc confo-
cal setup (PerkinElmer Ultra View TMRS Live Cell Imager, PerkinElmer Life and Analytical
Sciences, Boston, MA, USA).
For both the wide-field and confocal imaging setups, the cells were analyzed in 3D by nor-
mally acquiring single focal planes 300 to 500nm apart from each other in the z-direction,
spanning the whole cellular volume.
3.2. Segmentation of cells
Segmentation of cells is a major task in biological image processing. Proper cell segmentation
enables quantification of biological processes on a single cell level, which is the basis for additional
quantification tasks like estimation of cell volume and shape, sub-cellular distribution of signaling
molecules, detection of transfer between cells, colocalization of vesicles and tracking of cells.
There are at least four different approaches for cell segmentation: segmentation of unstained
cells, stained nuclei, cytoplasmically stained cells and segmentation of surface-stained cells. Each
method has unique properties that can be useful in particular experimental setups. At the same
time it is important to know their limiting factors in order to apply the optimal method for cell
segmentation in a given experiment. In this work we have gained experience with the use of
different stainings, types of microscopy and segmentation methods. In the following we describe
and discuss advantages and disadvantages associated with the various approaches.
3.2.1. Segmentation of unstained cells. It is possible to perform segmentation of un-
stained cells [18, 19, 20, 21]. The images are then obtained from transmitted light microscopy,
which has the advantage of being less harmful to the cells. However, transmitted light images
often suffer from poor contrast and from strong background signals. Also, the image quality
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varies significantly at different focal planes, both due to variations in the contrast but also due
to the phenomenon that same cell structures can be reverted from bright to dark at different
focal levels. Differential interference contrast (DIC) transmitted light images additionally suffer
from a shadow effect since the exposed light is passed through a complex set of polarizers and
optical filters. Due to these limiting factors it is a challenging task to obtain satisfying success
rates from segmentation of transmitted light images.
3.2.2. Segmentation of stained nuclei. Segmentation of cell nuclei is well addressed
in the literature [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. The nucleus of the cell is stained with
a dye (Hoechst staining, see Chapter 3.2.5) accumulating in the nucleus, providing a strong
and well defined signal. Segmentation of stained nuclei is capable of detecting the volume
spanned by the nucleus, thus also the border around it. However, the nuclei segmentation is
not capable of detecting the outer border of the cell, and can therefore not be regarded as a
tool for cell segmentation. If the nuclei are densely packed, the segmentation often requires a
post-processing step which splits under-segmented objects. This can for instance be obtained
by a distance transform [27] or by controlled dilation [30]. Nucleus segmentation is particularly
useful to detect the number of cells since every cell has only one nucleus. Thus, it can for
instance be used to estimate the rate of cell division. Nucleus segmentation can also be used to
address gene amplification [30], for evaluation of in situ hybridization signals (FISH) [23] and
as initialization spots for whole cell segmentation.
3.2.3. Segmentation of cytoplasmically stained cells. The use of a fluorescent marker
accumulating in the cytoplasmic regions of the cell enables a segmentation of the cell volume.
This approach is particularly useful when the aim is to provide a binary representation of the
regions covered by cells. If this is achieved, it is possible to compare cell properties to those of
background or to other conditions. However, similar to nuclei segmentation, the segmentation
of cytoplasmically stained cells can not resolve the exact borders between adjacent cells in
densely packed arrangements since there is only a very small decrease in signal intensities on
the plasma membrane between attached cells with this kind of staining. This is demonstrated
in Fig. 3.4(a) which shows three attached PC12 cells stained with CellTrackerTM. Clearly, the
borders between the cells are not easily seen, and the segmentation in Fig. 3.4(b) was not able
to distinguish between the three cells and a cell cluster is therefore returned. If the cells are
only loosely connected with duplets and maybe triplets it is still possible to split the under-
segmented cells by similar methods as for the nuclei segmentation, for instance by applying
concavity requirements [31] or the distance transform [27]. However, if the cells are closely
packed and in particular when concavity assumptions are not valid for the cell type in use, the
splitting methods can not properly separate clustered cells. The borders facing outward towards
the medium are still easily resolved.
3.2.4. Segmentation of surface-stained cells. A high-quality surface staining offers
a wide range of opportunities for segmentation and analysis. The surface staining produces a
pronounced signal from the plasma membrane of every stained cell, thus creating a closed contour
with high intensities (Figs. 3.2(a) - 3.2(c)) which can be utilized for whole cell segmentation. A
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(a) Cytoplasmic
staining.
(b) Segmentation of
(a).
(c) Surface staining. (d) Segmentation of
(c).
Figure 3.4: Different types of stainings and cell segmentation.
whole cell segmentation implies that each cell is segmented separately, disconnected from the
other segmented cells. Figure 3.4(c) shows surface-stained cells with the corresponding whole
cell segmentation in Fig. 3.4(d). The cell area has been resolved similar to the segmentation for
the cytoplasmic staining in Fig. 3.4(b), and additionally, every cell in the triplet is detected and
represented individually. To the best of our knowledge only very few studies address the task
of segmentation of surface-stained cells. Notably, in these studies only fixed cells were used. In
one study antibodies against integrin receptor subunits were used as surface markers to label
the contour of fixed cells [24]. However, this method labels only the cell membrane attached
to the substrate, which restricts the analysis to 2D. Furthermore, the initialization seeds inside
cells had to be placed interactively for the commonly irregularly shaped cells. The study of
Baggett et al. [32] also reported on whole cell segmentation of surface-stained fixed cells. They
used Oregon Green 488 Phalloidin to label the peripheral F-actin cortex of cells and obtained
a high success rate for 2D images by initiating the algorithm interactively. Dow et al. [33]
performed a 2D segmentation of cell boundaries from cells of fixed biopsy material of melanoma
patients. They circumvented the problem of initiating markers for their snake algorithm by using
the information provided by Hoechst-stained nuclei. To extend the existing methods toward a
fully automated 3D segmentation of surface-stained living cells, we have developed a unified
framework for whole cell segmentation in 3D of surface-stained living cells which applies to
images showing fluorescently labeled cell borders (Paper IV). In particular, the use of living
cells instead of fixed cells enables the study of cell dynamics. The algorithms have been applied
to two distinct cell types, using different methods for cell surface labeling and various imaging
techniques to demonstrate the versatility of the method.
3.2.5. Combining staining techniques. The marker construction, the whole cell seg-
mentation and the classification step can all be performed on the surface-stained images. How-
ever, other available stainings can additionally be used to improve the segmentation. An optimal
solution can be a combination of a surface staining, a nucleus staining and a cytoplasmic stain-
ing. The nucleus staining labels the nuclei fluorescently with a one-to-one relationship to the
cells. Thus, it offers an approach to compute binarized representations of the nuclei, where each
binary region is inside one cell. This binarized representation can serve as a highly suitable
marker image for further segmentation of the cells shown in the surface-stained image, either
using watershed segmentation (Chapter 3.3.5) or active contours (Chapter 3.3.6). Background
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Figure 3.5: Flow scheme for segmentation of surface-stained cells. The marker image can be
created either from the surface-stained image itself or from the nucleus staining. A background
marker is advantageously constructed from the cytoplasmic staining. Based on the markers,
a segmentation of the surface-stained cells is accomplished. Finally, the watershed regions
can be classified with a trained classifier using properties of the segmented regions from the
surface-stained image. To obtain further reliability of the cell classification, information from
the nucleus image or a cytoplasmically stained image labeling the cell regions with strong signals
can additionally be used to improve the classification.
markers also need to be constructed, which for instance can be accomplished by thresholding
of the cytoplasmic image or the surface-stained image. Furthermore, the cytoplasmic staining
is especially useful in cell classification of the regions obtained from the segmentation since the
cells are labeled brighter than the background in the cytoplasmic image channel. Different com-
binations of stainings for segmentation are displayed in Fig. 3.5. Normally, there are less than
three available image channels for segmentation since the biological applications require at least
one channel, but also combinations of two channels can improve the segmentation compared to
only using the surface staining. Figure 3.6 demonstrates the use of three different combinations
of stainings, a surface, a nucleus and a cytoplasmic staining. The given examples show that it
is possible to only use the surface-stained image for whole cell segmentation, but the use of two
or even three image channels can improve the segmentation (Figs. 3.6(d) - 3.6(f)).
3.3. A unified framework for segmentation of surface-stained cells
Due to the restricted availability of image channels in fluorescent microscopy, the following
section contains a description of whole cell segmentation solely based on the surface-stained
images. A complementary description of the process is given in Paper IV.
3.3.1. Choosing the optimal fluorescent marker and microscopy technique. To
obtain a reliable and robust scheme of processing steps for segmentation of surface-stained
cells, it is important to plan the experiments carefully in close collaboration with the biologists
performing the imaging. As described in Chapter 3.1.1, we have used three different types of
fluorescent surface markers facilitating a segmentation of the plasma membrane, WGA-Alexa
Fluor R© (dye, see Fig. 3.2(a)), PHP-YFP cDNA (transfection, see Fig. 3.2(b)) and Bromphenol
Blue (dye, see Fig. 3.2(c)). WGA-Alexa Fluor R© is quickly endocytosed into the cells, creating
strong and undesired signals from inside the cell (Fig. 3.1). The imaging should therefore
be accomplished within 45min after adding the dye. PHD-YFP is a fusion protein which is
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(a) Surface staining. (b) Nucleus staining. (c) cytoplasmic staining.
(d) Segmentation only us-
ing the surface-stained
image in (a).
(e) Segmentation of (a),
using (b) to create
markers.
(f) Segmentation of (a),
classification of cells
using (c).
Figure 3.6: Combining staining techniques for segmentation. All segmentation was performed
on the surface-stained image (a). In (d), the markers were constructed and cell classification
was performed based on information from (a). Note the asterisk which denotes a region incor-
rectly classified as a cell. In (e), the nucleus staining (b) was used to create markers for the
segmentation. For (f), the cytoplasmic staining (c) was used for cell classification. Both (e) and
(f) are improved compared to (c) due to the additional information available from the nucleus
and cytoplasmic staining.
expressed steadily over long time. Thus, the limited available recording time of WGA-Alexa
Fluor R© is therefore not a problem in the case of PHD-YFP. However, it is more preparatory
work to transfect the cells, not all cells are transfected and the expression of the PHD-YFP is
uneven and also stressful to the cells. The Bromphenol Blue is toxic to the cells, and the dye
is therefore not appropriate for experiments where the cells are required to survive for a longer
time during and after imaging.
Choosing the right microscopy technique is also important. The unlike properties of wide-
field and confocal microscopy can be used deliberately to improve the segmentation results of cells
with different morphology. The flat NRK cells are preferably recorded using confocal microscopy
due to its ability to achieve images from very thin optical sections. Imaging of NRK cells using
wide-field microscopy results in blurry and unsharp cell boundaries since the plasma membrane
of the NRK cells runs almost parallel to the optical plane. The phenomenon is displayed in Fig.
3.7(a) showing NRK cells imaged by wide-field microscopy. The plasma membrane is clearly
fuzzier than those obtained by confocal microscopy in Fig. 3.7(b). Therefore, the NRK cells
in Paper IV were imaged confocally. On the other hand, the spherical and higher PC12 cells
are easily imaged using a wide-field setup since the plasma membrane of the PC12 cells runs
perpendicular to the optical sections in large portions of the cell. In fact, imaging of PC12
cells using wide-field microscopy provides smoother images than those obtained from confocal
microscopy.
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(a) NRK cells imaged by wide-field
microscopy.
(b) NRK cells imaged by
confocal microscopy.
Figure 3.7: Comparison of wide-field and confocal microscopy for imaging of the flat NRK
cells. Note that the plasma membrane is fuzzier for wide-field microscopy (a) than for confocal
microscopy (b).
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Figure 3.8: The plasma membrane is expressed as ridges in surface-stained images (a). The line
profile along the dashed line in (a) has been plotted in (b), where the ridges are indicated by
arrows.
3.3.2. Filtering of the raw data. Prior to any further processing steps, it is advised to
conduct a filtering of the raw data as an image restoration. A suitable filtering will smooth
the images and reduce the impact of artifacts that occur as noise from the technical and optical
setup. More important than noise are undesired signals occuring from real biological phenomena
like endocytosis (see Fig. 3.1 and also white spots inside cells in Fig. 3.8(a)) and inhomogenious
staining. Normally, a qualified filtering method is designed to enhance edges and corners, thus
preserving the boundaries of desired objects [34]. However, the objects in the plasma membrane-
stained images of Paper IV have other target properties than sharp edges, rather strong ridges
or crests high-lighting the stained plasma membrane. Thus, the method of choice must aim at
preserving ridges more than edges. In 3D, the structures of interest are surfaces. Figure 3.8(a)
shows two PC12 cells where the plasma membrane is clearly visible as ridges. The intensity
profile along the dashed line has been plotted in Fig. 3.8(b) to emphasize the ridge property of
the plasma membrane, and the peaks of the ridges along the line profile are indicated by arrows.
A set of three direct spatial filters and three PDE based filter are presented and compared to
each other in Paper IV. In this thesis, these filter techniques are explained in more detail. The
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image in Fig 3.8(a) was chosen as an example to demonstrate the effect of the filtering techniques
that we compare.
Gaussian smoothing. Gaussian smoothing is a fast and predictable method. Mathematically,
it is a convolution with the Gaussian convolution kernel
(3.3.1) gσ(x) =
1
(2piσ2)m/2
e−
|x|2
2σ2
where |x|2 = x2 + y2 + z2 is the squared blur radius in 3D, σ is the standard deviation of the
distribution and m is the number of variables. To obtain the Gaussian blurred image ug, the
convolution kernel gσ is embedded into an integral and applied to the image function u(x) in a
small neighborhood nγ(x),
(3.3.2) ug(x) = (u ∗ gσ)(x) =
∫
nγ(x)
u(y)gσ(x− y)dy.
In the discrete image space, a discrete Gaussian filter mask must be computed to obtain an
approximation of the convolution integral. Define w(x) to be a square filter centered in x with
dimensions γ > 0 and let nγ(x) be the set of coordinates within the filter. An approximation of
the convolution integral can be obtained by computing [35]
(3.3.3) ug(x) ≈
∑
y∈nγ(x)
u(y)wσ(x− y).
The discrete filter wσ(x) is computed from (3.3.1) and (3.3.2). However, more precise results
can be obtained using interpolation methods for the numerical approximation of the continuous
convolution integral [36]. Figure 3.9(a) demonstrates the Gaussian smoothing.
Median filtering. Median filtering is an order-statistic filter method preserving edges effi-
ciently [37]. In contrast with the Gaussian filtering, it is a non-linear operation not based on
convolution. Define the filter response R(x,y) = u(y)w(x−y). In the median filter, each output
pixel contains the median of the image values within the unity filter w(x− y) = 1 ∀ y ∈ nγ(x),
(3.3.4) um(x) = median y∈nγ(x)R(x,y).
The median filter has excellent noise-reduction capacities for salt-and-pepper noise [35]. Figure
3.9(b) shows the results from median filtering.
Directional coherence enhancement. Directional coherence enhancement [30] is a directional
filter performing a texture analysis to remove noise. The method has a high resistance against
noise due to a special averaging process called semi-Olympic averaging. In semi-Olympic aver-
aging, the largest element is removed before averaging, thus removing the outliers and reducing
the noise significantly. The semi-Olympic average operator sw applied to u(x) is defined as
(3.3.5) swu(x) =
1
W
∑
y∈nγ(x),y 6=y∗
R(x,y)
where W is the sum of the elements in a directional filter wi, except from y
∗ providing the
largest filter response, y∗ = {y : R(x,y∗) ≥ R(x,y) ∀ y ∈ nγ(x)}. (3.3.5) is applied to u(x)
with four filters along different directions, i.e. horizontal, vertical and the two diagonals. For
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(a) Gaussian filtering, γ =
11 and σ = 3.
(b) Median filtering, γ =
11.
(c) Directional coherence
enhancement filter,
γ = 11.
(d) Edge enhancing diffu-
sion, k = 0.01, ∆t =
0.1 and 100 iterations.
(e) Coherence enhancing
diffusion, k = 0.0001,
∆t = 0.2 and 100 iter-
ations.
(f) Inverse diffusion, ∆t =
0.2, λ2 = −0.5 and 5
iterations.
Figure 3.9: Filtering of the image in 3.8(a) using three direct methods (a-c) and three iterative
methods (d-f). The ridges are better preserved using directional coherence enhancement filter
(c), coherence enhancement filter(e) or inverse diffusion (f) than using the other methods.
γ = 3 the filters are given as
(3.3.6) w1 =


0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0

 , w2 =


0 0 0
1 1 1
0 0 0

 , w3 =


0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0

 , w4 =


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 .
Every pixel in the smoothed image is computed as the maximum value of the semi-Olympic
average in the four directions, i.e. us(x) = maxi {swiu(x)} , i = 1, . . . , 4. Note, the directional
coherence enhancement operator can be applied to the gradient map when the aim is to enhance
edges. In our practical applications, γ ≈ 11. An example of directional coherence enhancement
is shown in Fig. 3.9(c).
Edge enhancement smoothing. Now, we turn to the iterative PDE based anisotropic diffusion
operators [38, 39]. In regions with steep gradients, they perform a stronger smoothing along
than across the edges. In flat parts, the system reduces to isotropic diffusion with nearly equal
diffusion in all directions. To obtain a local estimate of the edge direction, the gradient is
computed. Edge enhancing diffusion is described with the PDE
(3.3.7)
∂u
∂t
= ∇ · (D∇u)
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whereD is a positive semi-definit and symmetric diffusion tensor. To obtain a more homogeneous
gradient map, the Gaussian smoothed ug is used to calculate D, which in 2D is constructed as
(3.3.8) D = RT
(
c1 0
0 c2
)
R
where R is the rotation matrix
(3.3.9) R =
1
|∇ug|
(
(ug)x −(ug)y
(ug)y (ug)x
)
and |∇ug| =
√
(ug)2x + (ug)
2
y. The columns of R are constructed from the gradient vector
[(ug)x (ug)y]
T and an ortogonal component. Equations 3.3.8 and 3.3.9 lead to the diffusion
tensor D
(3.3.10) D =
1
|∇u|2
(
c1(ug)
2
x + c2(ug)
2
y (c2 − c1)(ug)x(ug)y
(c2 − c1)(ug)x(ug)y c1(ug)
2
y + c2(ug)
2
x
)
The conductivity parameters c1 and c2 control the amount of smoothing along the gradient and
the orthogonal direction, respectively. Preferably, c2 > c1 which leads to higher diffusion along
the edges than across them. If c1 = c2 there will be isotropic diffusion with equal amount of
smoothing in all directions. One possible choice for c2 and c1 could be [40]
c2(|∇ug|) = e
−
|∇ug |
2
k2 and c1(|∇ug|) = αc2(|∇ug|),(3.3.11)
where α ∈ [0, 1] and k is a tuneable diffusion parameter depending on the magnitude of the
gradient. Define
(3.3.12) D =
(
d11 d12
d12 d22
)
.
Then, the equation to solve becomes
(3.3.13) ∂tu = ∂x(d11∂xu) + ∂x(d12∂yu) + ∂y(d12∂xu) + ∂y(d22∂yu).
To stay within the 3× 3 neighborhood, central differences should be used for the mixed terms,
and for the same reason a backward difference followed by a forward is advised to use in the
Laplacian terms. Figure 3.9(d) is an example of edge enhancing diffusion.
Coherence enhancing diffusion. The coherence enhancing diffusion has proved to be success-
ful on fingerprint images [41, 39]. The pictures presented in this work and fingerprint images
have the common property that important structures are thin lines or ridges. The aim for both
types of pictures is to smooth along the ridges and not across them. To estimate the local
orientation of the ridges, the structure tensor is used. In 2D, it is given as
(3.3.14) S =
(
s11 s12
s12 s22
)
=
(
g ∗ (u2x) g ∗ (uxuy)
g ∗ (uxuy) g ∗ (u
2
y)
)
.
It is important to choose a suitable scale of integration and standard deviation in the convolution
to preserve the desired structures. The integration scale in the Gaussian convolution should
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reflect the size of the structures of interest. S is a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix,
and there exists an orthonormal set of eigenvectors v1 and v2 with eigenvalues µ1 > µ2 > 0.
The eigenvector v2 gives the local orientation perpendicular to the structures, and v1 gives the
orientation along the structures. The diffusion tensor D is designed as in (3.3.8), but here the
columns of R are given as the eigenvectors of S. They can be calculated analytically, leading to
the diffusion tensor
d11 =
1
2
(
c1 + c2 +
(c2 − c1)(s11 − s22)
α
)
d12 =
(c2 − c1)s12
α
d22 =
1
2
(
c1 + c2 +
(c2 − c1)(s11 − s22)
α
)
where α =
√
(s11 − s22)2 + 4s212. The eigenvalues are given as
(3.3.15) µ1,2 =
1
2
(s11 + s22 ± α) .
The diffusion coefficients c1 and c2 can be chosen as [40]
(3.3.16) c1 = max
(
β, 1− e−(µ1−µ2)
2/k2
)
and c2 = β
where β ∈ [0, 1]. The difference (µ1 − µ2)
2 is a measure of the difference of gray-value changes
between the eigendirections, also called the local coherence. Figure 3.9(e) shows the image in
Fig 3.8(a) after coherence diffusion filtering.
Inverse diffusion. Inverse diffusion is a diffusion method where the diffusion across the edge
is reversed. This is an inherently unstable process since the diffusion equation has no backward
compatibility. However, if the diffusion is limited to only a few iterations, the method can
sharpen the ridges or edges of interest. The flow equations are similar to the scheme for the co-
herence enhancement diffusion and edge enhancing diffusion. A diffusion tensor D is constructed
as in (3.3.8), using the eigenvectors of (3.3.14) as column basis of R, similar to the approach in
coherence enhancement diffusion,
(3.3.17) D = RT
(
λ1 0
0 λ2
)
R.
However, the eigenvalues of D are chosen as λ1 = −α
−1 and λ2 = α for some scalar α ∈ 〈0, 1〉.
The important difference to the coherence diffusion is the modification of the largest eigenvalue to
become negative. This inverts the diffusion across the principal edge direction and will enhance
the edges. Figure 3.9(f) displays the result after inverse diffusion of Fig. 3.8(a).
Comparison of the smoothing operators. The choice of filtering method depends on the data
available. If the images are of high quality, a traditional Gaussian filter is adequate for the
purpose. However, if there exists a considerable amount of noise and if the image structures are
characterized by discontinuities, the directional coherence enhancement, the coherence diffusion
filter or inverse diffusion are preferred methods. These filters are able to close minor gaps in
the structures along the principal flow direction. On the other hand, they can due to this useful
property also create artifacts and induce wrongly connected structures, which is the reason why
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the Gaussian filter is preferred for images of high quality. However, in large data sets there will
always exist images with varying quality. In the long run the more advanced filters are therefore
to be preferred. The median filter and the edge enhancing filters are more edge preserving
than the already mentioned filters, and are not well suited for structures that manifest as ridges.
These filters enhance and even sharpen edges, thus edges that were hardly visible before filtering
will become sharper. Therefore, applied to images showing cells with cytoplasmic or nucleus
staining, the median filter or the edge enhancing filter are highly suitable since the aim then is
to enhance the edges in the transition zone between cells and background.
3.3.3. Ridge enhancement. As an image enhancement step, a ridge enhancement is rec-
ommended, especially for wide-field images since light from surrounding pixels will blur the
signal. The ridge enhancement increases the contrast of ridges compared to other structures,
and thus creates an image better suited for cell segmentation, and in particular better suited for
automated marker generation. In Paper IV we compare two methods for ridge enhancement,
the Hessian approach and our proposed method, ridge enhancement by curvature.
Hessian ridge enhancement. The Hessian method for ridge enhancement is the classical
approach. A convoluted Hessian matrix is given as
(3.3.18) Hg =
[
g ∗ (ug)xx g ∗ (ug)xy
g ∗ (ug)yx g ∗ (ug)yy
]
.
The eigenvalues are computed and every pixel is assigned a geometrical class according to the
sign of the eigenvalues [42]. Across the cell boundary there is a large intensity variation but the
variation is small along the tangent plane of the plasma membrane. Therefore, the 3D plasma
membrane has the characteristic geometrical property of λ1 < 0, λ2 ≈ 0, λ3 ≈ 0 where λ1, λ2
and λ3 are the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix in decreasing absolute values. To highlight
the plasma membrane, a transfer function was defined as uH(x) = −λ1 − λ
2
2 − λ
2
3. Due to this
definition, the ridge enhanced image uH will take the largest values on the ridges compared to
other geometrical classes, see Fig. 3.10(a).
Ridge enhancement by curvature. As an extension to the Hessian ridge enhancement we
have introduced ridge enhancement by curvature. In ridge enhancement by curvature, the ridge
enhanced image is given as the curvature in the principal direction of variation of the second
derivative. Similar to the Hessian ridge enhancement, the eigenvalue decomposition of the
Hessian matrix is first computed. The purpose is to obtain the eigenvector with the largest
modulus of eigenvalues, pointing perpendicular to the ridge. Name this eigenvector v1. A twice
differentiable function can be expressed using the canonical parametrization r = x˜i + f(x˜)j.
Consider the vector formula for the curvature of a parameterized curve in 1D, [43]
(3.3.19) κ =
|v × a|
|v|3
=
|f ′′(x˜)|
(1 + f ′(x˜)2)
3
2
where v is speed, a is acceleration and x˜ is the argument along v1. The curvature for every pixel
in the image along v1 is computed. Thus, for any 2D or 3D image the problem is transformed
into finding the local curvature of the image intensities along a 1D line parallel to v1 passing
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(a) Hessian ridge enhance-
ment.
(b) Ridge enhancement by
curvature.
(c) Directional coherence
enhancement followed
by ridge enhancement
by curvature.
Figure 3.10: Comparing methods for ridge enhancement, the Hessian method (a) and ridge
enhancement by curvature (b), applied to the image in Fig. 3.8(a). In (c), coherence enhance-
ment diffusion was first applied to the image, followed by a ridge enhancement by curvature.
Obviously, (c) has the highest quality.
through x. A three-point derivative was used to compute f ′(x˜) and f ′′(x˜) along v1,
(3.3.20)
f ′(x˜) =
ug(x+ hv1)− ug(x− hv1)
2h
and f ′′(x˜) =
ug(x+ hv1)− 2ug(x) + ug(x− hv1)
h2
.
for a stepsize h approximately equal to half the width of the ridge. For our data a value of h = 3
pixels was appropriate. A linear interpolation scheme was applied to extract the derivatives
from ug. The final ridge enhanced image by curvature is taken as uκ(x) = κ, an example is
shown in Fig. 3.10(b).
Clearly, both methods for ridge enhancement (Fig. 3.10(a) and Fig. 3.10(b)) produce strong
ridge patterns, but the ridge enhancement by curvature creates even more distinct ridges. The
filtering methods described in Chapter 3.3.2 produce smooth images with better properties
for segmentation than the raw images, but they can not substitute the ridge enhancement.
Preferably, the best results are obtained by combining the two steps, a filtering followed by a
ridge enhancement, see Fig. 3.10(c).
3.3.4. Automated marker generation. The marker-controlled watershed segmentation,
watershed by level set and the active contour model require a set of markers for initialization. For
the watershed segmentation, the markers are binary regions with a one-to-one correspondence
to the segmented regions. This is not the case for the active contours where the segmentation
around a marker can disappear. Region-markers are normally a better choice than point-markers
since region-markers are closer to the desired boundaries, which improves the segmentation.
Assigning the markers manually in high-throughput experiments is extensively time consuming.
Therefore, such experiments require automated methods for marker generation as well as cell
segmentation. Therefore, we have developed and applied methods for automated generation of
markers on a large number of images.
In Paper I we use morphological filling to detect markers. This method fills all holes in
a grayscale image, where a hole is defined as an area that cannot be reached by filling in the
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background from the edge of the image. The sensitivity for filling can be increased by raising
the border values of the image. The values of the pixels belonging to a hole are replaced by the
mean of the respective holes (Fig. 3.11, D1). Thus, a set of constant valued regions are obtained
that can be easily detected from the zero gradient (Fig. 3.11, D2). Each connected marker is
closed and filled for small holes to obtain the final marker image, where each region is suitable
as markers since a majority of them have a one-to-one relationship to the cells (Fig. 3.11, D3).
In Papers II-VII we use another method to detect markers automatically. An adaptive
thresholding (Chapter 3.6.2) is applied to the surface-stained image, which creates a set of binary
regions labeling the high-intensity structures, mainly the cell borders (Fig. 3.11, C1). Small
objects are removed (Fig. 3.11, C2). Thereupon, an iterative closing is conducted to connect
interrupted binary structures originating from inhomogeneous staining in the raw image. After
each closing step, every hole in the binary image is detected and taken as a marker (Fig. 3.11,
C3) provided that it has no intersection with previously detected markers. This last requirement
improves the quality of the markers significantly by creating markers that are closer to the desired
boundaries. The process of this marker construction is described in more detail in Papers II,III
and IV.
3.3.5. Cell segmentation with watersheds. The watershed algorithm is briefly de-
scribed in Chapter A.2 and comprehensively documented in the literature. It is normally imple-
mented either as a flooding process [44, 45, 46, 47, 48] or by image integration [49, 50, 51, 52]
(Chapter A.2.9). We have in Paper V used the watershed algorithm for the segmentation of
surface-stained cells in our projects, where real biological questions have been resolved. This is
due to the high reliability of the watershed algorithm, its 3D implementation and the compu-
tational speed. The watershed segmentation has successfully been used in previous works for
segmentation of stained cytoplasm [53, 54, 31] or stained nuclei [23, 30, 25, 33]. An example
of watershed segmentation for whole cell segmentation of the image in Fig. 3.12(a) is given in
Fig. 3.12(c) where the segmentation is represented as a piecewise constant image up(x), uniquely
labeling every region.
The watershed algorithm has previously been combined with the snake model or active
models for segmentation of subcellular structures or whole cells [30, 23]. The watershed was
then often used to create an approximation of the solution, which was then refined with an
active contour. There are at least two reasons for this approach. First, the watershed is more
computational efficient than the active contours and is therefore suitable to create a rough
approximation to the solution. Second, the standard watershed has no smoothing term and
the solution is therefore often oscillating. The active contour model can easily be implemented
with a suitable smoothing operator and is therefore appropriate to fine-tune a smooth solution.
However, recent works on watershed approaches have included a smoothing term into their
models [50, 55].
3.3.6. Cell segmentation with active contours. For the active contours, there are at
lest two different types of models, parametrized and geometric active contours, the latter also
named implicit snakes. The first type synthesizes parameterized connected curves [28] and the
second type is implemented implicitly as a level curve of a higher dimensional function [24],
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Figure 3.11: Creating markers. The image in (A) was filtered by coherence enhancing filtering
and further enhanced by ridge enhancement to obtain an image (B) well suited for automated
marker generation. This image was used as input for either of the two methods for marker
generation, adaptive thresholding (C1-C3) or morphological filling (D1-D3).
often called the level set. The parameterized active contours have normally faster convergence
than the geometric, but the latter can better handle topology changes. In particular, they can
merge or disappear.
In Paper IV we have implemented the active contours described in Solorzano et. al [24].
They report segmentation of stained nuclei and whole lamin-stained cells using a geometric
snake. Consider the level set functions ψi, i = 1 . . . n where n is the number of markers. The
interface
(3.3.21) Γi = {x : ψi(x) = 0}
of the level set should overlap with the cell boundaries at convergence. Every marker is assigned
a level set function. Thus, a high number of markers require many level set functions, becoming
memory consuming and computationally costly to the computer. The governing equation for
the evolution is a parabolic PDE
(3.3.22) ψt − I(1− H) · |∇ψ| − β∇G · ∇ψ = 0
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(a) Raw image. (b) Marker image.
(c) up(x) from water-
shed.
(d) up(x) from active
contours.
(e) up(x) from ridge fol-
lowing.
(f) up(x) from water-
shed level set.
(g) After cell classifica-
tion of (c).
(h) After cell classifica-
tion of (d).
(i) After cell classifica-
tion of (e).
(j) After cell classifica-
tion of (f).
Figure 3.12: Algorithms for whole cell segmentation. The image in (a) was used to create a
set of markers (b), which was used as initialization regions for the segmentation methods in
(c), (d) and (f). In (e), initialization points (asterices) on the ridges were used to seed the
ridge following. The piecewise constant segmentation image and the classified cells are shown
using watershed (c,g), active contours (d,h), ridge following (e,i) and watershed level set (f,j),
respectively.
which holds for every ψ = ψi. The second term is a variant of the mean curvature flow H|∇ψ|
where H is the curvature of the level curve (A.3.13).
The marker image normally contains more than one marker, and it is therefore necessary to
adapt the algorithm to handle the conflict when the interfaces of two or more level set functions
meet. If more than one level set function is larger than zero in a point, the solution is not
unique. This situation is undesireable, and to overcome the problem the conflict measure
(3.3.23) ψim+1 = min
{
ψim+1(trial),−ψ
j
m
}
, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, i 6= j
was implemented where ψim+1(trial) is a trial version of ψ
i
m+1 before the conflict measure has
been applied. Thus, only one ψi will remain larger than zero in every point. Figure 3.13 shows
how the situation with no conflict (a) can develop into a situation where both level sets ψi and
ψj have regions where they are larger than zero (b, solid and dashed-dot lines). After the conflict
measure has been applied, the last updated level set function is modified to ensure there is no
overlap between ψi and ψj were both of them are larger than zero (b, solid lines). The final
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.13: Conflict between level set functions. In (a) there is no conflict, but in (b) ψj is
intersecting with ψi (solid and dashed-dot line). The conflict measure (3.3.23) ensures there is
no overlap between ψi and ψj where they are both larger than zero. The dashed line is the zero
level.
segmentation result is represented as a piecewise constant image up(x), constructed as
(3.3.24) up(x) = i for ψ
i(x) > 0, i = 1, . . . n.
Fig. 3.12(d) shows an example of up(x) where each region has a unique integer value in the
segmentation image.
3.3.7. Ridge following. Ridge following is a tracing technique, and it is used for tracing
of thin tubular structures like roads and neurites in neurons [12, 13, 56]. The cell boundaries
of plasma membrane stained cells are similar structures. Therefore, we implemented a ridge
following to examine whether it could be used for whole cell segmentation of plasma membrane
stained cells. In Paper IV we implemented the method described in [12, 13]. For this approach,
a set of initialization points on the ridges are used as starting points for the tracing. The
initialization points are detected from a 1D search for peaks along a rectangular grid. False
positive starting points are removed by excluding detected tracks below a certain length. The
tracking starts from one of the initialization points, and a set of left and right handed low pass
filter [1 2 0− 1− 1]T is rotated along orientations [0→ 2pi] to find the ridge direction, see Fig.
3.14 where the left and right handed filters are shown along the direction ui⊥. The filter response
in pi along ui is given as
(3.3.25) R(pi,ui) =
1
K
median[j=1...K]r(p
i + jui,ui⊥)
where r(pi,ui⊥) is the 1D filter response at p
i along the direction ui⊥ perpendicular to u
i at step
i, and K is the total length of the left- and right handed temples. The distance from pi until the
center of the filter can be adjusted and should be around half the ridge thickness. Also, the filter
size of the low pass filter can be adjusted. The local ridge orientation ui is given as the direction
where the filter response along ui⊥ is maximal. A step αu
i is then taken in this direction, α > 0.
However, the scheme can produce non-smooth traces, especially in high-curvature regions and
for large α. A fine-tuning step is therefore needed to optimize the position of the new tracing
point. The fine tuning step searches along a line perpendicular to the detected ridge orientation
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Figure 3.14: Ridge following. The local ridge orientation is given as the orientation ui resulting
in maximal filter response of uiL and u
i
R. Note that (u
i
L,u
i
R) ⊥ u
i.
and adjusts the position by vi+1 such that the filter response is maximum. The updating scheme
is therefore expressed as
p˜i+1 = p+ αui,(3.3.26)
pi+1 = p˜i+1 + vi+1.(3.3.27)
Fig. 3.12(e) demonstrates the segmentation image after ridge following. The initialization
points used for the algorithm were detected automatically and are given as asterices.
3.3.8. Watershed level set. The standard watershed approach has no term for smoothing
the obtained watershed lines, which is a drawback for noisy data. Recent progress has resulted
in methods for smoothing the watershed lines using an energy-based method, the so-called wa-
tersnakes [50]. Variational methods based on PDEs are very flexible with regard to additional
penalization terms, and therefore we aimed in Papers II [55] and III at constructing a method
for smoothing the watershed lines using variational methods. Our approach is based on level
sets [57] and the topographical distance function (Chapter A.2). Define Li(x) = L(x, y
∗) where
y∗ = {y | L(x, y∗) ≥ L(x, y) ∀ y ∈ mi} and αi = u(y
∗) for marker mi. The watershed lines be-
tween two adjacent minimami,mj are defined as the points where αi+Li(x) = αj+Lj(x), i 6= j.
Normally, one level set function is needed for each region that is segmented. However, for a cell
image with hundreds of objects the computations become excessively time and memory con-
suming. Therefore, we have used the Four-Color theorem to be able to segment an arbitrary
number of objects with as few as four phases by labeling and grouping the markers into four
marker groups according to the Four-Color theorem. Let ψi = ψi(φ) ∈ {0, 1} be a characteristic
function for color i depending on one or more level set functions φ. The characteristic functions
ψi are constructed so there will be no non-zero overlap or vacuum between them. Based on this,
we get
(3.3.28)
4∑
i=1
∫
Ωi
{αi + Li(x)}dx =
∫
Ω
4∑
i=1
{αi + Li(x)}ψidx.
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where αi + Li(x) is computed around each marker group, i = 1, . . . , 4. In order to smooth
the watershed lines we add a penalization term controlling the smoothness of the characteristic
functions. We then try to solve the following minimization problem including a regularization
term,
(3.3.29) min
φ
F (φ), F =
∫
Ω
4∑
i=1
{αi + Li(x)}ψidx+ λ
∫
Ω
4∑
i=1
|∇ψi|dx.
The regularization is performed on {ψi}
4
i=1 which is different from [58] where the regularization
is performed directly on φ. As described in [59], a minimization of (3.3.29) with regard to φ
produces the following Euler-Lagrange equation
4∑
i=1
∂ψi
∂φ
(
αi + Li(x)− λ∇ ·
(
∇ψi
|∇ψi|
))
= 0(3.3.30)
if we have only one level set function. See [60, 61, 57] and Chapter A.3 for these calculations.
We have suggested four different level set methods that can be used in combination with (3.3.29).
First, we have proposed two piecewise constant level set methods which can be used to segment
an arbitrary number of phases with only one level set function. The characteristic functions ψi
for the method used in Paper III are given as
(3.3.31) ψi(φ) =
1
2
(
φ− i+ 0.5√
(φ− i+ 0.5)2 + 
−
φ− i− 0.5√
(φ− i− 0.5)2 + 
)
.
for a small . Also, the Binary level set formulation [62, 63, 64] with two level set functions
φ1, φ2 can be used, providing the characteristic functions
(3.3.32) ψi+1+2∗j =
1
4
(
1 + (−1)i
φ1
|φ1|
)(
1 + (−1)j
φ2
|φ2|
)
, i, j = 1, 2
and the Euler-Lagrange equations
4∑
i=1
∂ψi
∂φ1
(
αi + Li(x)− λ∇ ·
(
∇ψi
|∇ψi|
))
+ 4σφ1(φ
2
1 − 1) = 0(3.3.33)
4∑
i=1
∂ψi
∂φ2
(
αi + Li(x)− λ∇ ·
(
∇ψi
|∇ψi|
))
+ 4σφ2(φ
2
2 − 1) = 0.(3.3.34)
Related to the Binary level set, is the Chan-Vese model where the four characteristic functions
are given by
ψ1(φ1, φ2) = H(φ1)H(φ2), ψ2(φ1, φ2) = (1−H(φ1))H(φ2),
ψ3(φ1, φ2) = H(φ1)(1−H(φ2)), ψ4(φ1, φ2) = (1−H(φ1))(1−H(φ2)).
with H(·) as the Heaviside function. For all three models, the derivatives ∂ψi∂φ (piecewise constant
level set) or
{
∂ψi
∂φj
}2
j=1
(Chan-Vese or Binary) level set, i = 1, . . . , 4, are easily computed. More
details regarding the implementation are given in Papers II and III. An example of the segmen-
tation image using the binary watershed level set is shown in Fig. 3.12(f). Further experimental
results of cell segmentation using the three models are given in Papers II and III.
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3.3.9. Fragment merging of over-segmentation. Any segmentation method will pro-
duce some degree of over-segmentation, see Fig. 3.15(e). To reduce the impact of this problem,
a fragment merging can be used to merge regions that belong together. However, there is al-
ways a danger of merging regions incorrectly, so the fragment merging must be applied carefully
with relatively strong merging criteria. The parametrical settings of the fragment merging must
depend on the staining and the cell type. Typical merging criteria are estimated cell size, the
intensity of common borders and the change of convexity before and after merging. The latter
criteria is important since cells are often convex shaped, and over-segmentation creates highly
non-convex cavities inside larger regions (Fig. 3.15(e)). Thus, a merging can take place with a
neighbor if the cell size and the mean border intensity to the neighbor are smaller than given
thresholds, and if simultaneously the merging provides a steady or increased convexity. More
details regarding fragment merging are given in Paper IV.
3.3.10. Cell classification. After segmentation and fragment merging, a classification step
if often mandatory to classify every region into its respective class, either as a cell or background.
A marker image made from a nucleus staining has already implemented information about
classification since a nucleus marker is inherently inside a cell. However, in biological experiments
a nucleus staining is not always permitted since available image channels are required for other
purposes. In these situations, a classification procedure solely based on the properties of the
surface staining is required. To accomplish this, a set of classification rules are invoked and
applied to every detected region. From extensive experimental testing in Papers I-V we have
defined a set of classification criteria for the spherical PC12 cells labeled with WGA-Alexa
Fluor R©:
(1) minimum and maximum volume,
(2) minimum mean border intensity,
(3) minimum mean interior intensity and
(4) minimum shape convexity.
The Bromphenol Blue channel described in Chapter 3.1.1 produces a dark cell interior compared
to the WGA-Alexa Fluor R© staining. Therefore, entry (3) has to be modified when Bromphenol
Blue is used. The NRK cells have commonly irregular shapes and the convexity requirement
in entry (4) must be relaxed compared to the settings of the round-like PC12 cells. Thus, the
classification rules are depending on the fluorescent marker and the cell type. In early stages
of the PhD project we applied neural networks and decision trees for the classification of cells,
but due to the lack of flexibility this approach was abandoned since a neural network has to
be trained for 2D and 3D analysis, as well as for the cell type and fluorescent marker. Figs.
3.12(g), 3.12(h), 3.12(i) and 3.12(j) show examples of classified cells (gray) and background
(black), obtained from the segmentation images. For more details regarding cell classification,
see Section C4 in Paper IV.
3.4. Segmentation evaluation of whole cell segmentation
A proper comparison of different segmentation techniques requires a well defined framework
for segmentation evaluation. It is a commonly debated topic [65, 66], but in terms of cell
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segmentation it is rarely applied. Only a few studies report on segmentation evaluation for cells
[18, 30, 67]. Segmentation evaluation can be divided into three groups, analytical, empirical
goodness and empirical discrepancy methods [66]. The analytical and the empirical goodness
methods analyze the effectiveness of segmentation methods based on analytical principles or a
priori information of desired objects. However, they tend to disagree with human perception
of a good segmentation. This is not the case for empirical discrepancy methods were humans
normally create a ground-truth. Therefore, to evaluate our segmentation approach, we have
proposed a variant of region differencing belonging to the empirical discrepancy methods.
Our evaluation scheme in Paper IV is based on a ground-truth segmented image, which
is delineated by a human expert. First, incorrectly positioned pixels must be penalized (Fig.
3.15(c)). Moreover, over-segmentation, where one region from the ground-truth is represented
by several automatically detected objects, must be taken care of (Fig. 3.15(e)). In this case, it
has to be decided via a selection procedure which one of the automatically segmented regions
should represent a given ground-truth region since there are obviously several candidates. Op-
posite to over-segmentation is under-segmentation, often referred to as degeneracy. Here, one
automatically segmented region covers several of those from the ground-truth (Fig. 3.15(g)).
All the given three types of mis-segmentation can occur in the same image. Our method for
segmentation evaluation takes into account all these three types of mis-segmentation and also
creates a one-to-one relationship between the automatically and manually segmented regions.
Given a manually segmented image with objects Smi , i = 1, . . . ,M and an automatically
segmented image with objects Saj , j = 1, . . . , N , we propose to create a similarity matrix A =
{Aij} :M ×N which reflects the amount of overlap between S
m
i and S
a
j . Here, let A
union = A,
and define
(3.4.1) Aunionij ≡
∑
x∈Oij
(1− |fm(x)− fa(x)|)∑
x∈Smi \Oij
fm(x) +
∑
x∈Oij
(1− |fm(x)− fa(x)|) +
∑
x∈Saj \Oij
fa(x)
where fm(x) and fa(x) is the intensity function of the manually and automatically segmented
image, respectively, and Oij = S
m
i ∩S
a
j . This approach to measure overlap is scaled to the union
of Smi and S
a
j . A less strict requirement would be to scale it to the area of either S
m
i or S
a
j ,
giving
(3.4.2) Amanij ≡
∑
x∈Oij
(1− |fm(x)− fa(x)|)∑
x∈Smi
fm(x)
, Aautij ≡
∑
x∈Oij
(1− |fm(x)− fa(x)|)∑
x∈Saj
fa(x)
.
Aunionij reflects the overall segmentation quality, and A
man
ij and A
aut
ij are able to distinguish be-
tween under- and over-segmentation. In the case of over-segmentation, a situation that could
imply Sai ⊂ S
m
j , A
aut
ij → 1 but A
man
ij will obtain a significantly lower value. The opposite ar-
gument holds for under-segmentation. Now, let Aij = A
union
ij represent our choice of similarity
measure since it takes into account both under- and over-segmentation. Evidently, the matrix
A may consist of more than one non-zero entry per row and column, a problem which is re-
lated to degeneracy [68], the situation that each manually segmented region represents several
automatically segmented regions, and oppositely. Furthermore, empty columns and empty rows
represent over- and under-segmentation, respectively. Such situations must also be taken care
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(a) Manual delineation. (b) After classification of
(a).
(c) Misplaced borders. (d) After classification of
(c).
(e) Over-segmentation. (f) After classification of
(e).
(g) Under-segmentation. (h) After classification of
(g).
Figure 3.15: Different types of segmentation errors demonstrated on Fig. 3.8(a). Left column
shows from top to bottom the raw segmentation lines for a manual delineation (a), misplaced
borders (c), over-segmentation (e) and under-segmentation (g). The right column is the final
segmentation result after classification into cells (gray) and background (black). For segmen-
tation evaluation, misplaced borders, over-segmentation and under-segmentation all need to be
penalized. This is reflected in the success rates from the segmentation evaluation compared
to the manual solution in (b), returning SMunion = 88% for (d), SMunion = 84% for (f) and
SMunion = 31% for (h).
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of properly. However, in the general case of a similarity matrix A, the choice of such elements
might not be unique. We propose a solution to this problem, which would be to establish a
one-to-one map between maximal subsets between {Sm1 , . . . , S
m
M} and {S
a
1 , . . . , S
a
N} by creating
a M ×N matrix B consisting of K = min{M,N} non-zero entries Aikjk , k = 1, . . . ,K, from A
providing the highest Frobenius norm,
(3.4.3) max
k=1,...,K

||B||F ≡
√∑
ij
|Bij |2 =
√∑
ik,jk
|Aikjk |
2

 .
The desired one-to-one map must conform to the requirements that B can have at most one
non-zero entry per row and per column, thus coping with the problem of degeneracy. The
optimization in (3.4.3) is accomplished by first letting B = A, and then iterate through all
elements in B in decreasing order. At each iteration the element is removed if there exists a
larger component in the same row or column. If not, the element remains unchanged. Then, by
construction, the largest possible Frobenius norm of B is obtained, satisfying the constraints.
The optimization may create empty rows or columns in B, corresponding to under-segmentation
and over-segmentation, respectively. The overall similarity measure for the image is obtained
by summing all elements in the derived matrix B, after each of them has been scaled to N =
max{
∑I
i=1 |S
m
i |,
∑J
j=1 |S
a
j |}, i.e. the maximum number of pixels of the automated or the manual
solution. This scaling is performed in order to ensure that each manual segmented region
influences the final similarity measure SM in a way which closely reflects its area or volume.
Such a scaling is also able to reflect and penalize an over- or under-segmentation. The final
similarity measure SM is therefore calculated as the sum of Bij , scaled by the relative number
of pixels NiN in each manually segmented region,
(3.4.4) SM =
M∑
i=1
Bi·
Ni
N
,
By this definition, 0 ≤ SM ≤ 1 where SM → 0 indicates a poor segmentation and SM → 1
denotes an excellent segmentation. The differences between SMman, SMaut and SMunion can
help to distinguish between over- and under-segmentation, summarized in Table I of Paper IV.
Fig. 3.15 shows three examples of segmentation errors, misplaced borders (Fig. 3.15(d)), over-
segmentation (Fig. 3.15(f)) and under-segmentation (Fig. 3.15(h)). Using our segmentation
evaluation, these errors are all penalized by comparison to the manual solution in Fig. 3.15(b).
Note that Fig. 3.15(h) has a very low success rate although the segmentation covers both cells
in the manual delineation of Fig. 3.15(b). This is because degeneracy is penalized, which is
desired.
3.5. Experimental results of whole cell segmentation
Four different methods for cell segmentation were used for the study in Paper IV to inves-
tigate if these methods can be used for whole cell segmentation of surface-stained cells. The
watershed level set (Chapter 3.3.8) and ridge following (Chapter 3.3.7) are currently restricted
to 2D images and were therefore not tested in 3D. However, the application of these algorithms
on a set of sample images demonstrate their efficiency in 2D. The watershed algorithm (Chapter
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3.3.5) and the active contours (Chapter 3.3.6) can additionally handle 3D image segmenta-
tion. Therefore, to obtain a framework for segmentation of surface-stained living cells in 3D we
compared the watershed and active contours with manual cell segmentation. Both automated
methods were tested on 3D image stacks of NRK and PC12 cells, using image stacks from point-
scanning confocal, spinning-disc confocal, and wide-field microscopy, and by using two different
fluorescent markers, WGA-Alexa Fluor R© and PHD-YFP (Chapter 3.1.1). Six experiments were
conducted to compare the algorithms. In the first five, a ground-truth was created manually
from delineation by a human expert, and the segmentation evaluation was conducted as de-
scribed in Chapter 3.4. Table II in Paper IV shows the experimental settings with regard to cell
type, fluorescent marker and microscopy type.
The obtained results are given in Table III in Paper IV, and sample images are shown in
Figs. 11-15 in Paper IV. The success rate has a theoretical range of between 0% and 100%,
where 100% is a perfect overlap with the ground truth and 0% is no overlap. High success
rates were obtained for both the watershed algorithm and the active contours, although the
watershed had slightly better results. However, these differences were small and could also be
due to the sample choice. We therefore conclude that both methods are suitable and comparable
for 3D whole cell segmentation of surface-stained cells. However, it is of note that the watershed
has a significantly lower computational time than the active contours. Experiment F was a
high-throughput experiment with no ground truth. It was conducted to demonstrate the power
of automated cell segmentation. The aim was to quantify the change in cell volume of PC12
cells upon treatment with thymidine, which blocks the cell cycle. Three independent biological
experiments showed a statistically significant increase in cell volume between 14% and 23%
(pv < 0.0021, α = 0.05, two tailed t-test), see Table IV in Paper IV, which contains statistical
data from 548 thymidine treated and 691 non-thymidine treated cells. Clearly, it would require
a huge amount of human effort and resources to analyze such high number of cells manually.
3.6. TNT detection
3.6.1. Background. Rustom et al. [17] described thin, membranous tubes which repre-
sent an independent form of cell-to-cell communication, termed tunneling nanotubes (TNTs).
TNTs form in cultures of a variety of cells, have a diameter of 50-200 nm and connect cells,
resulting in complex networks. These fragile structures have been shown to transport organelles
of endocytic origin from one cell to another and to a limited amount also membrane components
[17]. Based on these data, Rustom and coworkers have proposed a novel biological principle of
cell-to-cell communication based on membrane continuity and intercellular transfer of organelles.
Subsequent studies have shown comparable membrane channels in variegated cellular systems
[69]. Thus, it emerges that TNTs fulfill important functions in intercellular communication.
Provided that TNTs are present in tissue, they may have numerous implications in cellular sig-
naling, including the spread of morphogens during developmental processes, intercellular spread
of immunogenic material [70] and spread of pathogens. Consequently, it is of great interest
for cell biology to increase the knowledge about these structures. One direction of research is
to monitor the formation of these networks in time and space in order to get first clues into
their function. It is possible to perform a 3D manual segmentation of TNTs. However, it is
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time-consuming and to a higher degree subjected to varying inter-observer selection criteria than
automated detection. Moreover, the automated detection is more flexible and can easily accom-
modate to changing demands of quantification. A manual re-segmentation requires significantly
more human-resources than an automated re-segmentation, which is easily performed once the
system is established.
3.6.2. Methods for TNT detection. TNTs are thin and straight tubular structures
crossing from one cell to another. They can be fluorescently labeled by WGA-Alexa Fluor R©
and they have a stronger signal intensity than the background but still weaker than the plasma
membrane. Thus, global, intensity based methods are unsuitable to detect TNTs. We have
developed two different approaches for automated TNT detection, and both approaches rely on
a thrustable cell segmentation since a TNT must cross between two cells. The two different
approaches for TNT detection differ in the way they binarize the TNT candidates.
First, the watershed method described in Paper I [71] uses the edge map information from
Cannys edge detector to create a set of binarized TNT candidates outside the detected cells.
The obtained binary components are subtracted from a binary image showing the eroded cells
and eroded background as a unity. A morphological opening is applied to see if it is possible to
open up a channel from one cell to another. If this is achieved, the local neighborhood around
the TNT in the binary image is used as a marker image for a local watershed segmentation to
label the exact position of the TNT. Note that Cannys edge detector will label the gradient
of the structure and not the ridge itself. Therefore, the watershed segmentation is used to
locate the exact position of the ridge. The watershed segmentation is applied to a maximum
intensity projection in 2D of the raw image to capture 3D information from the TNTs frequently
crossing from one cell to another over several planes. The watershed lines intersecting with the
background are taken as TNT candidates, which undergo remaining exclusion criteria for TNTs.
Second, the adaptive thresholding method is not described elsewhere, it works in true 3D and
uses an adaptive thresholding, [72, 73]
ub(x, y) =
{
1 if u(x, y) > µmax(u) +Aδ(u, x, y)
0 else,
to compute a binary image ub of the high intensity structures of the raw image. µ is a user-
defined scalar threshold with typical values of [0.01 → 0.2] and δ is the filter dimension of the
average filter Aδ(u, x, y) of u in a δ-neighborhood around (x, y). The components in ub inside
cells and those below a certain length are removed.
The remaining steps of the TNT detection are similar for the two methods. First, a skele-
tonization is performed on every connected structure in order to remove the nodes from the
structure. The nodes are of special interest since the binarized, high-intensity regions of the
plasma membrane can create artifacts connected with the TNT candidates. Removal of the
nodes of the binary structures enables a separation of the TNT candidates from such sur-
rounding artifacts. Following this step, a Hough transformation [35] is applied to remove the
structures not fulfilling the straight line criteria. The threshold for removing a structure in the
Hough transformation needs to be dynamic and closely related to the length of the structure,
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(a) Raw image. (b) Detected cells and
binarized ridges.
(c) Cells and a TNT
candidate.
(d) After dilation.
Figure 3.16: TNT detection using adaptive thresholding. The image in (a) was used to detect
cells (b, gray) by a watershed segmentation and ridges (b, white structures) by an adaptive
thresholding. In (c), one of these structures is highlighted and this structure was subjected to a
dilation with itself as a structural element (d). Note that the resulting dilated structure has an
intersection with two different cells, which is a crucial property to be a TNT.
since one can expect more bending and curves for longer structures than short ones. Also, the
very weak TNT candidates are removed. The algorithm at this stage is demonstrated in Fig.
3.16 for the adaptive thresholding method where the image in Fig. 3.16(a) was used to detect
the cells (gray) and TNT candidates (white) shown in Fig. 3.16(b).
A true TNT must connect two cells with each other, and this criterium is used to further
exclude false TNT candidates. The watershed method in [71] uses a morphological opening to
test whether a TNT candidate is crossing from one cell to another, but the adaptive thresholding
method described here uses a dilation. However, any of the two approaches can be used for the
two methods. The aim is to check whether every structure in its longitudinal direction is close
to any two cells. The dilation is performed using a structural element equal to the structure
itself. Extensive testing has revealed this to be a good choice, since it takes into account the size,
length and direction of the structure. If the structure after dilation has an overlap to exactly two
cells it fulfills the criteria for a TNT candidate. This process is shown in Figs. 3.16(c)-3.16(d)
for a TNT candidate.
3.6.3. Experimental results of TNT detection. For the project described in Paper I,
a total of 50 3D image stacks showing WGA-Alexa Fluor R© stained PC12 cells (see Chapter
3.1.1 for image preparation) were subjected to TNT detection in [71]. The automated method
for TNT detection was able to locate 183 out of 275 TNTs that were found by two independent
observers (agreed automated count), which corresponds to a success rate of 67%. The exper-
imental results from this work are summarized in Table 1 in [71]. Note that these results are
obtained using the watershed method described in Chapter 3.6.2. From empirical testing, the
adaptive thresholding method has turned out to represent an even more reliable method for
TNT detection (data not shown).

CHAPTER 4
Experimental projects
4.1. Quantification of transfer between cells
It was suggested in [17] that organelles can be transferred from one cell to another via TNTs.
In Paper IV, the cell segmentation and TNT detection were applied to a large number of image
stacks to analyze whether there is a direct correlation between TNT connections and transfer of
DiD stained organelles. A total of 16 experiments were conducted with 2h and a 24h time points
of cocultures of mixed cell populations. Approximately 30 image stacks were recorded for each
time point. Preliminary observations suggested that the drug cytochalasin B can selectively
block the formation of TNTs and thus reduce the number of TNTs significantly. Therefore, the
last 8 experiments also included 2h and 24h time points of cocultures containing cytochalasin
B. We used this drug to confirm whether the TNT number truly is decreasing in the presence
of cytochalasin B and also to analyze whether the transfer of organelles between PC12 cells is
reduced in the presence of the drug. If the latter is true, it would suggest that TNTs are involved
in transfer of organelles provided that cytochalasin B has no significant influence on fluid-phase
endocytosis and phagocytosis, which are known mechanisms for cellular uptake of components
from the extracellular space.
The cells were segmented in 3D using automated marker construction (Chapter 3.3.4) and the
watershed algorithm by immersion (Chapter 3.3.5). The TNTs were detected using the method
of adaptive thresholding (Chapter 3.6.2). Every detected cell was labeled as either CelltrackerTM
positive (acceptor cells), DiD positive (donor cells) or neutral, in the following referred to as CT
cells, DiD cells or unstained cells, respectively. The binary labeling of the cells was accomplished
by converting the CelltrackerTM and DiD channel into binary images by thresholding, the unity
value indicating the high intensity pixels in the image. For the CelltrackerTM channel, a global
thresholding was applicable since the signal was homogeneous, but the DiD channel required
an adaptive thresholding for the binarization due to the varying signal intensity. A cell was
labeled as CT or DiD positive if it had at least (4/3)pir3 connected unity pixels in the respective
channels, where r is the estimated radius of an organelle. A cell positive for both CT and DiD is
said to be double positive. Those cells are of special interest since DiD organelles have obviously
been transferred. Four groups of cell were defined, illustrated in Fig. 4.1:
• A: Double positive cells with a TNT to a DiD cell.
• B: CT cells with a TNT to a DiD cell.
• C: Double positive cells without a TNT to a DiD cell.
• D: CT cells without a TNT to a DiD cell.
From these definitions it follows that A ⊆ B and C ⊆ D since every double positive cell is also
CT positive. Furthermore, let {A ∪B ∪ C ∪D} ∩ G = ∅ where G is the set of CT cells with
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Group A
Group C
Group B
Group D
Figure 4.1: Defining groups in the transfer experiments. A blue circle indicates a CT cell, a
white circle with red dots inside represents a DiD cell. A blue cell with red dots inside describes
a double positive cell, indicating organelle transfer. The straight lines connecting cells are TNTs.
at least one direct DiD neighbor. Thus, CT cells with at least one direct DiD neighbor were
excluded from the analysis to minimize influence from neighbor cells.
Three separate and statistically significant results were obtained from the analysis. First,
the TNT number was significantly reduced under the influence of cytochalasin B. For the 24h
time point, the TNT number per 100 cells dropped significantly (p = 10−6, two-tailed t-test)
from 28 until 3.9 in the presence of cytochalasin B compared to control, which represents a 7.2×
reduction, see Fig. 2, Paper V.
Second, the experiments revealed that the transfer rate of organelles between cells under
influence of cytochalasin B is significantly reduced. Let n(x, y) be the number of cells in group
x at time point y. Then, we define the transfer rate at time point y as tr(y) = (n(A, y) +
n(C, y))/(n(B, y)+n(D, y)) ≤ 1. Furthermore, the 2h time point was used as reference and was
subtracted from the 24h time point to obtain the normalized transfer rate TR between the time
points, TR = (tr(24h)− tr(2h))× 100%. TR measured by microscopy was reduced from 7% to
2.4% (p = 0.02, two-tailed t-test) in the presence of cytochalasin B, which is in agreement with
results obtained by FACS sorting (Fig. 3, Paper V). The rate of endocytosis and phagocytosis
was also estimated in the presence of cytochalasin B to rule out the possibility that the reduction
of observed transfer is due to inhibition of endocytosis and phagocytosis by the drug. The
evaluation of the endocytosis and phagocytosis was conducted using microscopy and automated
cell segmentation (Chapter 3.3). For the experiments estimating the endocytosis in the presence
of cytochalasin B, the whole cell segmentation was applied to the WGA-Alexa Fluor R© channel.
The amount of endocytosis was detected by summing up the total intensities of endocytosed
WGA-Alexa Fluor R©-633 inside the cells. The statistical analysis reveals no significant change
in fluid-phase endocytocis between the two conditions (Fig. 4, Paper V). For the phagocytosis,
the cells were segmented using the Bromphenol Blue channel and phagocytosed cell debris was
detected using adaptive thresholding (Chapter 3.6.2) on the same image channel. The analysis
reveals no change in the rate of phagocytosis in the presence of cytochalasin B (Fig. 4, Paper
V). Due to the decreased number of TNTs and the maintained endocytosis and phagocytosis,
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we hypothesize that the reduced transfer in PC12 cells in the presence of cytochalasin B is due
to the reduced number of TNTs.
Third, the correlation between TNT connected cells and transfer was computed. The aim
was to find out whether there is a higher probability for a CT cell to become double posi-
tive, if it is connected with a TNT to a DiD cell than if it does not have such a connection.
The analysis was performed by comparing the number of objects in group A/B to C/D, after
subtracting the transfer rate of the current time point in order to normalize between the ex-
periments. Thus, the statistics was computed from comparing n(A, 24h)/n(B, 24h) − tr(24h)
with n(C, 24h)/n(D, 24h)− tr(24h) for all experiments. The statistics revealed a 1.64× higher
probability of transfer (p = 0.001, two-tailed t-test) for a CT cell with a TNT to a DiD cell than
for a CT cell without such a connection (Fig. 5, Paper V). A similar analysis was also applied to
the 2h time point, whereas no increased probability was observed (p = 0.08, two-tailed t-test).
This is to be expected since the TNTs have recently formed and the cells have had short time
to undergo transfer events.
4.2. Segmentation and tracking of cytoplasmically stained NRK cells
Tunneling nanotube (TNT)-like structures are connecting NRK cells as well as PC12 cells,
and they are shown to mediate the transfer of endocytic organelles between NRK cells (Paper
VI). During a block of endocytosis at low temperature a significant amount of transfer was
sustained, in agreement with a TNT-dependent transfer of organelles between NRK cells. In
some experiments, cells were embedded in agarose to exclude organelle transfer by diffusion
processes. Confocal microscopy and tracking [10] of the organelle movement by automated
image processing revealed that in the presence of agarose the maximum speed of the organelles
was reduced by up to 26× compared to control, thus, the diffusion of cell debris was almost
reduced to zero. The intracellular transfer between cells embedded in agarose was 9.1 ± 0.9%,
which was comparable to the transfer for cells where only a medium change was conducted.
These results indicate that one medium change after 1h of coculture is sufficient to measure true
organelle transfer which is not depending on diffusion through the culture medium. Moreover,
the NRK cells were cytoplasmically labeled with CellTrackerTMand segmented using k-means
clustering to evaluate the transfer in the different conditions with and without agarose and cell
debris. For the agarose condition, statistical evaluation of transfer was not possible by FACS,
and the transfer could only be evaluated by imaging of cells and quantitative image processing.
To deal with attached cells, we developed a method to define a border between them. NRK cells
are flat and are normally not connected to other cells in the upper sections, where the nucleus
is a dominating bulge. In this region, we constructed a set of Euclidean influence zones around
every cell. The borderlines between these zones were used to split the attached NRK cells in
lower planes, see a closer description in Paper VI. The transfer of DiD stained organelles was
detected using an adaptive thresholding (Chapter 3.6.2). The results of the detected transfer
by microscopy are shown in Fig. 2, Paper VI.
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4.3. Exocytosis of NPY-pHluorin superecliptic in PC12 cells
Exocytosis is the process where internal vesicles fuse with the plasma membrane and re-
lease their content into the extracellular space. The exocytosis of NPY-pHluorin superecliptic
containing vesicles creates a fluorescent response due to the change of pH during exocytosis.
The response signal appears as a sudden burst of bright light upon excitation, remaining for
one or more seconds before diminishing (Fig. 4.2). This phenomenon is here referred to as an
exocytosis event. To quantify exocytosis in PC12 cells, we detected exocytosis events automat-
ically using a segmentation and tracking algorithm. For this task, a segmentation was applied
to binarize all signals within the size of an exocytotis event. To label every event temporally,
a two-layer graph for tracking as described in [10] was applied to the segmented frames. A
three-layer graph was not used since the movements of the exocytosis events are highly random
and a directed movement is not expected. In the tracking, particles were allowed to appear and
disappear. Fusing was allowed, thus two fused particles where regarded as one. Every particle
had a maximum allowed distance of movement of 300nm during a time span of 1 second. Every
tracked particle had to undergo a selection procedure whether it fulfilled the criteria required
for true exocytosis events. This step was crucial to remove false exocytosis events, requiring:
(1) Lifetime longer than 10 seconds.
(2) Maximum intensity of the particle larger than a given threshold.
(3) Maximum gradient of the particle larger than a given threshold. This is important since
true exocytosis events occur promptly within a short time span, which corresponds to
a sharp gradient.
Requirements 2 and 3 were computed based on the mean value Mpi of particle p in frame i.
Provided that particle p exists in frames F = {j, . . . , k}, j ≤ k, the maximum gradient Gp
was computed as the maximum difference of mean intensity between the frames i + 1 and i,
Gp = max{(Mpi −M
p
i−1)/δt ∀ i ∈ F} where δt is the time step between two subsequent frames.
For i = j (first frame), Mpi−1 was computed using the coordinates of the particle in frame i, but
taking the mean values from the previous frame i− 1. Thus, Mpj−1 becomes an approximation
since the particle did not exist in the frame j−1. The exclusion criteria will exclude most wrong
exocytosis events and mainly the true ones remain. A set of tracked particles was thus obtained
from the tracking algorithm, with their corresponding coordinates and the frames in which they
appeared. From this information we could easily access statistical information about the events,
their mean intensity, duration, size and the number of events in a video sequence. Thus, positive
and negative regulations of exocytosis were identified.
4.4. Partitioning and exocytosis of secretory granules during division of PC12 cells
We have addressed the distribution, dynamics and exocytosis of secretory granules during
division of the neuroendocrine PC12 cells. Previously, it has been reported that in interphase
cells, the majority of secretory granules is restricted to the F-actin rich cortex. In metaphase
cells, secretory granules (SGs) are homogeneously distributed. To compare the rate of exocytosis
between interphase and metaphase cells, a semiautomated segmentation and evaluation algo-
rithm was written. Synchronized monolayers of PC12 cells were immuno-labeled for SgII and
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Figure 4.2: Exocytosis event indicated by the arrowheads in the time sequence with 1 seconds
time spacing from left to right. The scale bar indicates 3µm.
with Hoechst (Paper VII). In parallel, a WGA-Alexa Fluor R© surface staining was performed to
enable an identification of the plasma membrane of the cells. Metaphase cells, high-lighted by
the Hoechst stain, were chosen at random and the three channels for SgII, WGA and Hoechst
were recorded at the cell midzone. Interphase cells, visible in the same optical plane, were used
as internal control for each metaphase cell. The WGA-Alexa Fluor R© surface staining was used
for automated cell segmentation (Chapter 3.3). Cell borders located within cell clusters were
sometimes only partly recognized and were corrected manually by the use of a custom made
drawing tool. The identified cell borders at the outside of the cell clusters were extended by 3
pixels to each side to cover the plasma membrane, and the resulting binary region was superim-
posed on the SgII channel. The mean intensity of the SgII signal inside the binary region was
calculated. Due to the strong variability of the SgII signals at the cell borders located inside
the cell clusters facing adjacent cells, they were not considered for the quantification. From the
obtained average pixel value for SgII under stimulated conditions the identified average pixel
value of unstimulated cells was subtracted as a background. The segmentation process and the
plasma membrane detection are illustrated in Fig. SF1, A-F in Paper VII. The results indicate
that during cell division, exocytosis is reduced to around 50% but still functional.

CHAPTER 5
Summary and conclusions
During the last years, the development of modern imaging equipment has resulted in high-
resolution and high-speed imaging facilities. This allows us to monitor processes in cells on a
nanoscale and at high temporal resolution. However, as a consequence of this, the quantification
of the underlying biological processes has become a major challenge due to the time-consuming
and intriguing work of manual analysis. Certain image processing tasks are well performed man-
ually, for instance complicated segmentation and tracking problems. However, image processing
tasks like registration, 3D/4D segmentation, analysis of different modalities and high-throughput
experiments are rather processed automatically. In this respect, 3D automated cell segmentation
is useful for quantification of biological processes in cells [2].
In the past, segmentation of unstained cells [18, 19, 20, 21], of stained nuclei [22, 23,
24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] and cytoplasmically stained cells [23, 53, 54, 74, 56, 30] is well
documented. However, these methods fail to outline with high accuracy the plasma membrane
of the cells, especially for clustered cells. To accomplish this, a whole cell segmentation of plasma
membrane stained cells is required. Whole cell segmentation was reported in the past, but these
studies were restricted to 2D [24] or fixed cells [32, 33]. In Paper IV, we thoroughly describe
our experiences with successful combinations of fluorescent markers, microscopy type and cell
type, and we apply image processing methods to achieve an overall unified framework for whole
cell segmentation of surface-stained living cells in 3D. Wide-field microscopy is the choice for
imaging of the spherical PC12 cells, since it creates smoother signals than confocal microscopy.
However, imaging of the flat NRK cells requires the use of confocal microscopy to obtain sharp
images since the plasma membrane in the lower sections of the cells runs almost parallel to the
optical planes. The application of wide-field microscopy to the imaging of NRK cells results
in extensively blurry images. Also, we have shown that imaging of tissue-like arrangements of
both PC12 and NRK cells embedded in agarose requires the use of confocal microscopy since
the cells than are arranged in true 3D (Paper IV).
The first step in the unified framework for whole cell segmentation of plasma membrane
stained cells is a filtering to smooth the images. We found that coherence enhancing diffusion
[75, 76], inverse diffusion [77] or directional enhancement filter [30] are better suited than edge
enhancing filters [75, 78, 79] to preserve and enhance ridges in the images showing plasma
membrane stained cells. To control the amount of over-segmentation, we have used markers
or initialization regions. However, the automated generation of these markers requires high
contrast images of the cells. To obtain these, we have used a ridge enhancement after the
filtering. Note that a successful generation of automated markers requires the use of the ridge
enhanced images, which can not be replaced by the filtered images. In Papers I-IV we propose
methods to automatically generate 3D markers for high-throughput experiments (Chapter 3.3.4).
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The methods have been extensively tested (Papers I and IV), also in real biological applications
(Paper V). For the cell segmentation we demonstrate the use of different methods; watershed,
active contours, ridge following and watershed level set. In 3D, we compare extensively the
watershed algorithm [80] and an active contour model [24] to manual segmentation by using
segmentation evaluation (Paper IV).
Segmentation evaluation in general is well documented in the literature [66, 65]. However,
evaluation of cell segmentation is poorly addressed. A very limited number of studies perform
evaluation of their cell segmentation algorithms [30, 18, 23], and they all use different crite-
ria. The results are therefore not comparable with each other. Thus, we aimed in Paper IV at
constructing a common framework for 3D segmentation evaluation by proposing an evaluation
scheme derived from region differencing [66]. Our evaluation scheme takes into account over-
and under-segmentation, as well as misplacement of borders. We applied this framework for
comparing watershed and active contours to manual segmentation of cells. The comprehensive
evaluation reveals high success rates for both the watershed algorithm and the active contours
when applied to two different cell lines, three types of microscopy and three fluorescent surface
markers (Paper IV). However, the watershed algorithm had even higher scores than the active
contours. Also, the segmentation of cells embedded in agarose in a tissue-like arrangement re-
sulted in high success rates. Moreover, by performing a quantification of change of cell size upon
treatment with thymidine, which blocks the cell cycle, we have demonstrated that the described
unified framework for whole cell segmentation can be used in high-throughput experiments in-
volving a large number of cells. These examples prove that our proposed framework can be very
useful for quantification of cell dynamics on a single cell level for a high number of cells.
The watershed algorithm was the preferred choice of method for segmentation in our real
biological experiments due to the high success rates and the fast convergence. However, the
standard watershed by immersion or by integration [81] has no smoothing term and is therefore
easily influenced by noise and artifacts, thus creating oscillating segmentation lines (surfaces)
not in accordance with the smooth plasma membrane of real cells. To overcome this type of
challenges, the energy-based watersnakes were proposed in [50]. On the other hand, PDE based
methods possess a huge degree of flexibility. Therefore, to establish a PDE based regularized
watershed segmentation, we proposed the watershed level set [82] (Papers II, III). The watershed
level set is based on image integration to obtain the topographical distance function, which is
used in the data term in a level set formulation for watershed segmentation. We use four
different level set methods for the segmentation; the Chan-Vese model, the Binary level set and
two types of piecewise constant level sets. The piecewise constant level set described in Paper III
is proposed by the authors. The regularization in all level set approaches is easily accomplished
by smoothing the level set functions or the characteristic functions. We also demonstrate in
Paper III how the PDE model can be extended by further requirements like a minimum size,
which facilitates segmentation and merging in one step. The high performance of the watershed
level set was demonstrated in a large number of examples, and the method was compared to the
watersnakes. The two methods behave similarly and can therefore be regarded as complementary
methods.
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A segmentation of cells is often combined with an extraction of subcellular compartments
to obtain knowledge about cell dynamics and chemical processes in the cell. In Paper I, this is
performed by combining cell segmentation with reliable automated TNT detection, which is a
new application. In this thesis, in Chapter 3.6.2, we propose a slightly different method for TNT
detection depending upon adaptive thresholding and thinning. The crossing of TNTs between
cells is extensively used in our algorithms as an exclusion criteria for wrong TNT candidates, but
it requires the availability of a reliable cell segmentation. Thus, we demonstrate an application
with a close relation between a high-quality cell segmentation and the detection of a biological
structure, the TNTs. Our automated 3D TNT detection in Paper I also demonstrates the power
of automated analysis by counting and measuring the length of a high number of TNTs.
The automated setup in Paper V combines whole cell segmentation and TNT detection
with subcellular organelle detection to obtain statistically valid numbers for organelle transfer
between PC12 cells in microscopic data sets. We were able to show that the presence of the drug
cytochalasin B inhibited the formation of TNTs and thus led to a significant reduction in the
number of TNT structures. Furthermore, we found that the application of the drug resulted in a
reduced amount of transfer of organelles between cells, despite that endocytosis and phagocytosis
are unchanged in the presence of the drug. Moreover, we found a higher amount of organelle
transfer in CT cells with a TNT to a DiD cell than in cells with no such constellation. These
findings suggest that TNTs are important for the transfer of organelles between cells. A total
of approximately 25000 cells in 3D were detected in these experiments. Anlyzing these data
manually would represent a huge amount of work. To the best of our knowledge, a whole cell
segmentation of such high number of cells has not been reported before.
In Paper VI, the NRK cells were cytoplasmically stained and segmented using k-means
clustering and a morphological opening. The binarization of the cells using k-means clustering
is different from previously applied methods [26, 25, 30]. To divide attached cells, we used
a distance transform similar to [26]. The segmentation of cytoplasmically stained cells was
conducted to obtain information about transfer rates in NRK cells. The automated image
analysis obtained similar and comparable results to FACS sorting, and also provided information
about transfer rates of cells embedded in agarose. This information was not accessible by the
FACS method, which was compromised by the presence of agarose. Thus, the image processing
and FACS sorting showed complementary properties. Our findings indicate an energy-dependent
and continuous exchange of endocytic organelles between cells via TNTs.
In Paper VIII, the tracking method described in [10] was used to obtain biologically relevant
information about exocytosis in PC12 cells. The tracking was challenging since there was no
directed movement between the frames of the structures of interest. Moreover, the size of the
objects of interest varied between frames, which also increased the complexity of the analysis.
The flashing exocytosis events were detected and tracked over time. The number of exocytosis
events in different conditions was counted and statistically compared with each other. Every time
sequence contained several hundred time frames, and one experiment had many time sequences.
Thus, the automated analysis facilitated an efficient and objective analysis of the exocytosis
events in a huge data set, and positive and negative regulators of exocytosis were identified.
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Taken together, in this project automated methods for 3D whole cell segmentation and
TNT and organelle detection have been developed and optimized, and they have been used in
real biological applications for the analysis of living cells. Modern fluorochromes and imaging
techniques enable the imaging of a vast amount of biological processes. These imaging data need
to be analysed for quantification. Certain complex analysis tasks require manual experience for
evaluation, but many applications both allow and require an automated analysis, the latter
due to the large amount of imaging data. Automated image processing provides a fast and
objective analysis with the use of a minimal amount of human resources. Satisfying results
from the automated analysis can only be obtained by choosing the right fluorescent marker and
the optimal microscopy technique, suitable for the cell type studied. To achieve this, a close
collaboration between mathematicians and biologists is demanded.
As a crucial processing step in the study of living cells, whole cell segmentation provides many
advantages compared to cytoplasmic segmentation or nucleus segmentation since it outlines the
periphery of every cell. Thus, when it is combined with a detection of fluorescent proteins or
subcelular structures in space and time it can be the basis for the analysis of numerous biological
phenomena inside the cell. Furthermore, the segmentation can be used as a geometrical model to
create simulations of metabolic and signaling networks in the cell. The whole cell segmentation
can certainly be applied to the plasma membrane stained image alone. However, it can with
high success be combined with information from a nucleus staining and a cytoplasmic staining.
This normally improves the segmentation even further, since a nucleus staining can be utilized to
produce reliable markers, and both the nucleus staining and the cytoplasmic staining are useful
for classification of cells. Unfortunately, the use of several image channels for segmentation
limits the potential of the initial experiment since there are fewer channels available for biological
applications. However, for some imaging setups there are up to four available channels, which
normally relieves more than one channel for segmentation.
For the study of genetically encoded animals, fluorescent dyes are not applicable due to the
restricted diffusion in tissue. We have shown that fluorescent proteins also can be used as surface
markers, and furthermore that it is possible to obtain a true automated 3D segmentation where
the cells are stacked on top of each other (agarose experiment in Paper IV). By combining these
findings, it should be possible to use fluorescent proteins to label the plasma membrane of cells
in tissue, which would enable an automated 3D segmentation of tissue. However, wide-field,
point-scanning confocal and spinning-disc confocal microscopy all have limited range in tissue.
For such applications, the two-photon microscopy is superior. Thus, from these suggestions, it
is possible to obtain a 3D segmentation of living cells in tissue, taken from living animals. This
would represent a great improvement compared to segmentation of cultured cells since it would
enable high-throughput studies of cell processes in a realistic environment for cells.
APPENDIX A
Basic mathematical tools
A.1. Digital images
Computers can not handle continuous images and digital images are therefore constructed as
matrices consisting of rectangular regions called pixels [1]. Pixel is an abbreviation for a picture
element. For 3D images the smallest element is called a voxel, or a volume element. Each pixel
has an intensity value u(x, y) and a unique set of coordinates x, y which follows matrix notation.
Thus, the first index refers to the row number along negative y axis, and the second index refers
to the positive x axis relative to Cartesian coordinates, shown in Fig. A.1. The transformation
from Cartesian to matrix coordinates is therefore given as
(A.1.1) x = −y′ and y = x′.
The indexing for an image containing M ×N pixels runs from {1, . . . ,M} along the first index,
and from {1, . . . , N} along the second index. If the dimension of the element is equal in all
directions it is said to be isotropic. The rectangular grid remains the most popular grid due to
the straight boundaries of an image, but other geometrical arrangements are also possible.
A.2. Morphology
Morphology denotes in biology the form and structure of biological systems. In mathematics
the word has a similar meaning as it is a tool to manipulate and detect shape and form of
image structures. Mathematical morphology is an important tool in practical applications of
image processing. Among others, it can be used for inflating or shrinking objects, connecting
them, filling holes, removing objects within a certain size and for watershed segmentation. Many
morphological operations are based on the basic definitions of reflection and translation. A set
in morphology represents an object in an image. The reflection of set B is defined as
(A.2.1) Bˆ = {w | w = −b, for b ∈ B} ,
Figure A.1: Digital representation of 2D images (left) and 3D images (right) as discrete points
on a rectangular grid.
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which is simply the set of all points in B where (x, y) has been replaced by (−x,−y). The
translation of B by point z = (z1, z2) is defined as
(A.2.2) Bz = {c | c = b+ z, for b ∈ B} .
Thus, Bz is all points where (x, y) have been replaced by (x + z1, y + z2), which represents a
translation. The two most basic morphological operations, erosion and dilation, are defined
from combining reflection and translation. An erosion shrinks the objects in an image according
to a structural element SE, which is a subimage or a set with specialized shape and size. A
typical structural element for inflation and shrinking is round-like and symmetrical,
(A.2.3) SE1 =


0 1 0
1 1 1
0 1 0


where the subscript indicates the radius of the structural element. The structural element
also defines the neighbourhood of the pixel. The structural element in (A.2.3) has a 4-connected
neigborhood since the central pixel has four neighours. In 2D, 4- and 8-connected neighborhoods
are the most common, and in 3D typical neighborhoods are 6, 18 and 26. Erosion of A by the
structural element SE is defined as
(A.2.4) A	 SE = {z | Bz ⊆ A} .
Consider the structural element B around origo and translate it by every point in A. Then, the
erosion is given as all points z such that B translated by z is entirely inside A. Note that a
useful property of erosion is detecting a one pixel wide outer perimeter P of a binary structure
A, accomplished by P = A − (A 	 SE1). Erosion of Fig A.2(a) by a symmetrical, round-like
structural element SE6 is shown in Fig A.2(b) where the objects have shrinked according to the
structural element. The dilation is closely related to erosion, and will inflate an object when
applied. The dilation is defined as
(A.2.5) A⊕ SE =
{
z|Bˆz ∩A 6= ∅
}
,
which can be understood as all z, that after reflection and translation of SE by z, overlap A
with at least one element. A dilation of Fig A.2(a) by SE6 is shown in Fig A.2(c) where the
objects has been inflated according to SE.
In addition to erosion and dilation, opening and closing are useful morphological operators.
Opening of A by SE is defined as
(A.2.6) A ◦ SE = (A	 SE)⊕ SE,
which is an erosion followed by a dilation using the same structural element. Opening has the
useful properties of smoothing the contour of objects, removing noise and at the same time
disconnecting objects without changing the overall shape of them. Compare the original image
in Fig A.2(a) to the opened image in Fig A.2(d) and take notice of the two noise grains that are
completely removed and the two right objects that are disconnected. Simultaneously, the objects
maintain their original shape except from the regions where the objects were disconnected.
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(a) Original binary
image.
(b) After erosion. (c) After dilation.
(d) After opening. (e) After closing.
Figure A.2: Morphological operations.
(a) Original binary
image.
(b) Skeletonization
of (a).
(c) Pruning of (c)
(d) Filling holes in
(a).
(e) Convex image of
(a).
Figure A.3: Morphological operations.
Morphological closing is defined as
(A.2.7) A • SE = (A⊕ SE)	 SE,
which is a dilation followed by an erosion. Closing is particularly useful for bridging previously
disconnected objects without altering the overall shape of the objects. Fig A.2(e) shows a closing
of Fig A.2(a). In particular, note that the two objects to the left are connected after closing.
This property is useful in many practical applications to connect closely located objects. In
addition to the already described applications, morphology is applied for skeletonization (Fig.
A.3(b)), pruning ((Fig. A.3(c)), filling holes (Fig. A.3(d)), the convex hull (Fig. A.3(e)),
thinning, extraction of connected components, thickening and thinning.
Morphological operators can also be applied to gray-scale images, and in particular they
are used to perform image filtering. The top-hat filtering is an efficient method for filtering
that eliminates faint signals and preserves signals with a larger size than the structural element,
particularly useful in biology to preserve punctuated signals arising from organelles. The top-hat
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filtering of the image u by the structural element SE is defined as
(A.2.8) T (u, SE) = u− (u ◦ SE).
The opening (u ◦ B) will eliminate objects larger than B, thus the objects smaller than SE
are subtracted from the image. Top-hat filtering can also be used for background correction,
removing slowly varying signals. Background correction is crucial in many applications, for
instance as preparation for threshold techniques in segmentation.
Watershed is the method of choice for segmentation in mathematical morphology. The un-
derlying idea comes from the visualization of a landscape. The rain falls in separate catchment
basins and are collected in reservoirs. All points that transport the water into the same catch-
ment basin are defined to be in the same watershed region. When the watershed segmentation is
applied directly to real images it often leads to severe over-segmenation due to the high number
of natural minima. The watershed algorithm does not distinguish between small and large min-
ima and will create a closed boundary around every minima. One solution to this problem is to
define a set of minima or initialisation regions also referred to as markers. Thus, the watershed
segmentation will be computed around each of those markers, in a one-to-one relationship, and
a strong over-segmentation is normally avoided. The watershed algorithm can be defined by
immersion or the topographical distance [81]. By immersion, it can be viewed as a landscape
immersed into water, and the watershed lines are defined as the point where the water from
different catchment basins meets. By topographical distance, the watershed transform is given
from image integration. The topographical distance between two points x and y in the image u
is given as
(A.2.9) Tu(x, y) = inf
∫
γ
|∇u(γ(s))|ds,
which is the minimum variation of u along all possible paths from x to y. This definition leads
to the watershed transform. The catchment basin CB(mi) are defined as
(A.2.10) CB(mi) = {x ∈ Ω | L(x,mi) < L(x,mj) ∀ i ∈ I, i 6= j}
where I is the set of markers and mi a point marker within I and L(x,mi) = u(mi)+Tu(x,mi).
In the case of region markers, L(x,mi) is slightly differently defined. The watersheds or the
watershed lines are given as the points not belonging to any catchment basin,
(A.2.11) W (u) = {x ∈ Ω | x /∈ ∪i∈ICB(mi)} ,
which are the points where L(x,mi) = L(x,mj) for two adjacent markers mi and mj . The
topographical distance function and a 1D watershed point is demonstrated in Fig. A.4 where
L(x,m1) (dashed line) and L(x,m2) (dotted line) have been drawn around two markers m1 and
m2 (circles). Clearly, the watershed line W (u) (arrow) appears where L(x,m1) = L(x,m2).
Examples of watershed segmentation are given in Paper IV.
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Figure A.4: Topographical distance function
A.3. Variational and PDE methods
Many image processing tasks can be formulated as a variational problem [83, 84, 85] where
the obtained solution uˆ is given as
(A.3.1) uˆ = argminuF [u]
where F [u] : Rn × . . . × Rn → R is a functional which is at least one time differentiable,
F ⊂ D1, and the variation is along the function(s) u. The minimazation requires a local
minimum (preferrably a global) of F for a satisfying solution of u. Let ∂F∂u be the Euler derivative
(first variation). Then, ∂F∂u = 0 is a necessary condition for u to be a minimizer. The variational
problem can be solved by resolving the Euler-Lagrange equations deduced in the first variation.
Consider functional F
(A.3.2) F [u] =
∫
Ω
G(x, u,∇u)dx, u : R× R → R2,
where u is a variable in 2D and F is the objective function. An incremental step is computed as
(A.3.3) F [u+ v] =
∫
Ω
G(x, u+ v,∇(u+ v))dx
as a function of a single variale  in the direction of a randomly chosen test function v : R×R →
R
2. In a minimum, (d/d)F (u+ v) = 0 for  = 0. Using the chain rule,
0 =
∫
Ω
(
∂G
∂u
v +
[
∂G
∂ux
,
∂G
∂uy
]
∇v
)
dx(A.3.4)
=
∫
Ω
(
∂G
∂u
−∇ ·
[
∂G
∂ux
,
∂G
∂uy
]T)
vdx(A.3.5)
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upon integration by parts. This relation is true for any test function v and any integration
domain Ω, and therefore the integrand has to be zero,
(A.3.6)
∂G
∂u
= ∇ ·
[
∂G
∂ux
,
∂G
∂uy
]T
,
which is the Euler-Lagrange equation to solve. The functional F can also be a function of more
variables, and this leads to a system of coupled equation. (A.3.6) is also named the Gaˆteaux
derivative of F . The Euler-Lagrange equation can either be solved as an elliptic or parabolic
boundary value problem. A general elliptic equation has the form
Lu = f in Ω,(A.3.7)
∂u
∂ν
= g on ∂Ω,(A.3.8)
using Neumann boundary requirements, and ν is the normal direction of the boundary. L is a
second order partial differential operator, depending on the spatial coordinates. n is the number
of orthogonal directions to span the solution space. The same problem can equavivalently be
solved with the parabolic boundary-value problem
ut + Lu = f in Ω× [0, T ],(A.3.9)
∂u
∂ν
= g on ∂Ω× [0, T ],(A.3.10)
u = u0 on Ω× {t = 0} ,(A.3.11)
where an artificial time evolution t = [0, T ] is introduced. The differential operator L depends
on the time t in addition to the spatial coordinates. In a steady-state solution it is required a
derivative equal to zero, and we therefore require
(A.3.12) ut = −
∂F
∂u
= 0.
A particularly important PDE in image processing is the mean curvature flow,
(A.3.13)
∂φ
∂t
= |∇φ|∇ ·
(
∇φ
|∇φ|
)
= κ|∇φ|, κ = −∇ ·
(
∇φ
|∇φ|
)
where κ is the curvature of the level curve of φ(x). Thus, (A.3.13) describes a movement of the
function φ which is proportional to the mean curvature of the level curve in any point. This
movement minimizes the length of the level curve and provides a smoother function φ, therefore
the equation is used for denoising. Note that the mean curvature flow has an element of isotropic
diffusion which is related to the Laplacian, ut = ∆u. The isotropic diffusion becomes clear if
|∇φ| is removed from the equation or is equal to unity everywhere. Then, the diffusion will
smooth the information homogeneously in all directions.
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